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ABSTRACT
Control of early-age cracking in concrete structures due to restrained deformation, thermal
and/or autogenous, presents a major durability challenge for state highway agencies. This study
details research conducted on improving the early-age cracking resilience of plain concrete and
supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) blended concrete. Three specific areas, within
concrete structural elements, with high incidence of early-age cracking are addressed:


High early-age strength (HES) concrete mixtures used in slab-replacement of Jointed
Plain Concrete Pavements (JPCP)



Use of metakaolin (MK) in bridge deck mixtures



Use of slag blended concrete, at high cement replacement levels, in massive structural
elements

Three cracking mitigation measures were evaluated for HES concrete mixtures; namely,
aggregate blend optimization, use of pre-wetted lightweight aggregate and the use of shrinkagereducing admixture. While all methods reduced early-age induced tensile stresses and indicated
lower cracking tendencies, mixtures with lower cement content had the lowest tensile stress to
strength ratio, while meeting the 6-hour strength thresholds.
The use of internal curing by incorporating pre-wetted lightweight aggregate (LWA) to
reduce early-age cracking tendencies of MK-blended concrete was evaluated. The findings
indicate a lower cracking temperature and a lower tensile stress/strength ratio at 48 hours when

viii

LWA was used in MK blended concrete mixtures. Limited dilatometry testing for chemical
shrinkage indicated a shrinkage coefficient of 0.28 ml/g MK.
The performance of five commercial slags with varying chemical, mineralogical and
physical properties, typically used in massive concrete elements, was evaluated for early-age
cracking tendencies at 60% replacement level. The mixtures were prepared using two cements
having different C3A content. Cracking indices obtained from the rigid cracking frame testing
under uniaxial restraint correlated well with magnesia to alumina ratio of slag, with a lower
MgO/Al2O3 ratio correlating with a higher cracking tendency.
A limited assessment of the long-term durability of these mixtures was conducted through
measuring concrete surface resistivity and apparent chloride diffusivity. Three concrete mixtures
were prepared; namely, control, slag blended concrete with low alumina slag (8%) and another
slag blended mixture with high alumina slag (16%). The total chloride concentration profiles,
obtained using ASTM C1556 methodology at 105 days of immersion in 165g/L NaCl solution,
indicated better performance of the low alumina slag concrete mixture compared to the high
alumina slag concrete or the control. Similarly, resistivity measurements and calculated formation
factors were higher for the slag blended systems compared to the control systems, indicating a
more disconnected pore structure and therefore higher resistance to chloride ingress. The 8%
alumina slag concrete mixture reported highest surface resistivity and formation factor at 28 days
relative to the 16% alumina slag concrete mixture as well as the control mixture.
Chloride binding isotherms were determined on the cementitious paste of the same three
systems considered for chloride diffusivity measurements. After 48-day immersion in solutions of
variable chloride content (0.1-3M), the slag blended paste showed higher binding capacity than
the control systems. The mixture with high alumina slag exhibited higher binding capacity at 48

ix

days of exposure to chlorides. An exposure time of 105 days might be necessary to assess the free
chloride ion concentration at the same age as the total chloride diffusivity curves.
A large portion of the work reported in this document was supported by FDOT-BDV25
977-28 (Effects of Blast Furnace Slag Characteristics on Durability of Cementitious Systems for
Florida Concrete Structures) and FDOT-BDV25 977-23 (Performance Improvement of High Early
Strength (HES) Concrete for Pavement Replacement Slabs). The reports for the named projects
and this dissertation share many sections, verbatim. Additionally, this document contains sections
verbatim to articles published or are currently under review for journal publications [1] [2].
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Early-age cracking of concrete encompasses all instances of damage due to restrained
stresses that initiate before the application of service loads [3]. Hardening of concrete, due to the
hydration of cementitious materials, is an exothermic process with normalized heat release
between 350-500 J/g of cementitious material, depending on the nature and chemical composition
of its reactive constituents [4]. Since concrete has low thermal diffusivity [5], in massive concrete
elements the heat generated due to cement hydration tends to get trapped causing a steady rise in
concrete internal temperature. The hydration reaction of cementitious systems can be expressed
using an Arrhenius relationship. An increase in the reaction temperature results in an increase in
the rate of reaction, which is self-sustaining.
An increase in concrete temperature can cause the concrete to expand. When this
movement is restrained by adjoining elements, it can induce compressive stresses if the reaction
continues beyond the setting stage. However, because the elastic modulus of concrete at early ages
is low, a large percentage of the restrained expansion occurring during the heating phase can be
relaxed. Thus, due to relaxation, the state of stress in the concrete shifts to tension, at a higher
temperature than the original set temperature. This temperature is referred to as the 2nd zero stress
temperature [6], [7]. During this period, as the mechanical properties are still developing, the
elastic modulus of concrete increases and a decrease in temperature, as concrete starts to cool, is
converted to tensile stresses. If the induced tensile stresses are higher than concrete tensile strength,
cracking will occur.
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In addition to thermal changes, for concrete of water to binder ratio (w/b) lower than 0.42
[8], hydration of cementitious materials leads to the consumption of capillary water in the pore
system which results in a drop in concrete internal relative humidity. The formation of menisci
and air-vapor interfaces, in pores, causes shrinkage due to the capillary suction acting on pore
walls, which when restrained can generate restrained tensile stresses in concrete. Induced tensile
stresses in concrete are therefore due to restrained volume changes initiated by temperature
decrease and/or moisture gradients.
Bentz et al [4] indicates that about 500 million dollars are attributed to damages associated
with early-age concrete cracking, with as high as 70% of all ready-mix jobs being impacted. This
could be a conservative estimate as it does not include the costs associated with secondary
durability issues associated with early-age cracking such as easier access of aggressive ions such
as chlorides and the subsequent impact on accelerating corrosion of reinforcement. If the repair
and rehabilitation of corrosion related damage is included, an additional cost of 8 billion dollars is
attributed to corrosion of embedded steel in concrete structures [9]. Early-age cracks in marine
sub-structures or bridge decks, can result in easier access of chlorides and localized areas of high
diffusion rates in otherwise low permeability concrete. This can drastically accelerate the time to
corrosion initiation in reinforcement and negatively impacting concrete structural capacity,
serviceability and aesthetics.
While issues related to early-age cracking of concrete had received special attention since
the 1930s in construction of large dams and bridges, trends over the last few decades in cement
and concrete technology have led to early-age cracking impacting a wider class of concrete
structures such as pavements, bridge decks and foundations. Some of these trends are [10]:
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1. Increased use of high performance concrete which typically has a low w/b ratio and
high cement factors.
2. Changes in the chemical compositions and physical properties of Type I and Type II
cements.
3. Increased use of highly reactive pozzolans such as silica fume and metakaolin, which
positively impact early-age concrete strength but can increase early age cracking
tendency.
4. High early-age strength concrete used in slab replacement.
5. Massive concrete elements in bridge piers which incorporate high volume slag
replacement.
The objective of the proposed research is to identify mitigating factors to minimize the
early-age cracking potential of concrete elements through proper materials selection and mixture
design modifications. The approach adopted here combines advanced materials characterization
techniques to establish the effect of materials properties on concrete performance with the ultimate
goal of improving the performance and service life of concrete structural elements.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Factors Affecting Early-Age Cracking
The driving force for early-age concrete cracking is the dimensional instability resulting

from thermal and autogenous changes. Autogenous shrinkage occurs due to cement hydration,
where the molar volume of the hydration products is smaller than the reactants, and internal drying
due to the consumption of capillary water in cement paste. The free strain experienced by a
concrete element, can be expressed by Equation 2-1 [11]:

 T   th   a   d

Equation 2-1

where,
εT = total free strain in concrete (in με which is ε·10-6)

 th =thermal component of strain (in με)

 a =autogenous strain (in με)
 d =drying shrinkage strain (in με)
Free strain can be measured using a free-shrinkage frame or dilation rig (Figure 2-1) under
conditions of zero restraint [12]. If the system is sealed, the free strain measured is the net response
of the concrete experiencing autogenous and thermal strain.
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The thermal strain is a function of the coefficient of thermal expansion and the change in
temperature. It can be expressed according to Equation 2-2:

 th    T

Equation 2-2

where,
α =coefficient of thermal expansion (με /°C or με /°F)
T =temperature change (°C/°F)

Figure 2-1: Schematic for Free Shrinkage Frame
An approximate value for ‘α’ can be determined from the sum of the volume weighted
average of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of concrete constituents [8-10].
Consequently, the CTE of concrete is primarily controlled by the CTE of aggregates, as aggregates
are typically the largest constituent of a concrete mixture (~60-80% by volume [14]). Limestone
coarse or fine aggregates typically have lower CTE (~ 6 με/°c) than granite (~ 7-9 με/°c) and
quartz (~ 11-13 με/°c) [15], while the paste fraction of concrete has a reported CTE value of 1820 με/°c [15]. In addition to being the driving force for volumetric instability, the cement paste
leads to a higher expansion or contraction for a unit change in temperature relative to the
aggregates constituents.
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During the reaction of cement with water, a reduction in absolute volume of the cementwater system is observed. This occurs due to the hydration products occupying less molar volume
than the reactants. This phenomenon is referred to as chemical shrinkage [16]. Before set, this
decrease in volume is completely converted to bulk volume change as the paste is plastic [16],
[17]. After set, in sealed cured conditions, when the paste has a finite elastic modulus, chemical
shrinkage results in part in the creation of cavities in the cement paste, and in part in the bulk
volume reduction referred to as autogenous shrinkage [16], [18] as shown in Figure 2-2.
Autogenous shrinkage is of consequence in cement-water systems having w/b ratios lower than
0.42, since there is not enough pore water at these w/b ratios for complete hydration and hydration
progress would lead to a drop in internal concrete relative humidity [16]. This phenomenon is
referred to as self-dessication [16]. The creation of menisci causes surface tension in the pore fluid,
which causes bulk deformation (autogenous shrinkage) of the paste [17]. More generally, the term
autogenous deformation is used to refer to the net deformation in hydrating cement paste that
encompasses both self dessication shrinkage and expansion that might occur due to the reactions
such as the formation of ettringite during hydration [19].

Figure 2-2: Schematic for chemical and autogenous shrinkage under isothermal conditions
(Adapted from [20], [21])
6

The capillary stresses are the result of the redistribution of pore water within the pore
network [22]. The relationship between relative humidity (RH) of concrete or cement paste,
meniscus radius of the liquid filled pore and capillary stresses is given by the Kelvin-Laplace
equation in Equation 2-3 [18].

 cap

 RH 
ln 
 RT
2
 100 
=
Vm
r

Equation 2-3

where,
RH = relative humidity
R= universal gas constant (8.314 J/(mol.K))
T= absolute temperature (K)
Vm= molar volume of pore solution (m3/mol)
γ= surface tension (N/m)
r = pore (mean) radius at the liquid vapor meniscus (m)
r

σcap= (2∙γ/r)
Figure 2-3: Shrinkage in pores due to capillary stresses (pore walls are represented in blue)
σcap is shown in Figure 2-3, which is the capillary stress experienced by the pore walls in
order to maintain mechanical equilibrium [23]. This movement, when restrained by the nondeformable inclusions present in concrete or due to external restraint causes tensile stresses to
develop [18], [24].
7

Thus, based on Equation 2-3, a pore system with a smaller mean pore radius would result
in higher capillary stresses. This would imply that pore refinement as, that which occurs due to the
presence of pozzolanic materials such as metakaolin or slag, or the use of cement of high fineness,
would be likely to increase autogenous shrinkage [25]. Strategies to lowering autogenous
shrinkage are premised on either using water-entrained materials such as pre-wetted aggregate of
high porosity and desorption capacity to prevent formation of menisci in the pore system (as water
for hydration can be preferentially drawn from these inclusions) or shrinkage-reducing admixtures,
which reduce the capillary stress by reducing surface tension (γ) of the pore fluid [23], [26].
2.2

Restrained Concrete Element
While the state of stress in concrete structures is three-dimensional, simpler analytical

methods for assessing cracking tendencies might be adopted to reduce the number of unknowns,
during a cracking risk analysis of hydrating concrete structures [6]. The effective strain
experienced by concrete under uniaxial restraint and assuming superposition of strains (typically
valid up to 40% of tensile strength [6]) can be represented by Equation 2-4 [27]:

 eff 

t
Et

  c  T

where,

 eff = effective strain (dimensionless)
 t =stress experienced by the concrete at time “t” (MPa or psi)
Et =elastic modulus of concrete at time “t” (MPa or psi)

 c =creep strain (dimensionless)
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Equation 2-4

Here, the stress related strain and stress independent strains will have opposite signs. A
level of restraint of 1 would be comparable to that experienced near the bottom of a concrete slab
placed on a stiff rock foundation. A level of restraint close to 75% is noted for concrete footings
and columns, while mature concrete placed on bridge decks experiences a restraint level close to
60% [28]. A general relationship between the restraint level and the elastic moduli of concrete
structure and of the restraining member/material is given by:

R

Am  Em
Am  Em  Ac  Ec

Equation 2-5

where,
R =restraint level (% or fraction, unitless)
Am =cross-sectional area of the restraining material (in2 or mm2)
Em =elastic modulus of the restraining material (MPa or psi)
Ac =cross-sectional area of concrete (in2 or mm2)
Ec =elastic modulus of the concrete (MPa or psi)
To simplify the stress analysis, analytical procedures often account for viscoelastic effects
of creep and relaxation through the creep-adjusted elastic modulus [6], [29]. Thus, the tensile stress
developed in concrete is due to the restrained thermal and autogenous effects in concrete and can
be described by Equation 2-6 [6]:

 t  ( at  T   )  Ec  R

Equation 2-6

where,

 t =tensile stress generated due to a decrease in temperature from the 2nd zero stress temperature
(psi or MPa)
9

εat= Autogenous strain from 2nd zero stress time/temperature (dimensionless/microstrains)
Ec =creep-adjusted modulus (psi or MPa)
The 2nd zero stress temperature is the temperature the stress state in the concrete under
restraint shifts from compression to tension [6]. The cracking tendency in concrete structures is
governed by a global cracking index which is given by Equation 2-7 [6], [11]:



t

Equation 2-7

ft

where,

η =thermal cracking index
 t =tensile stress generated due to a decrease in temperature from the 2nd zero stress temperature
(psi or MPa)
f t =tensile strength at time “t” (psi or MPa)

Thus, based on Equation 2-6, the following factors control the tensile stress development
in concrete and subsequent cracking [26], [30]:
1. Temperature at the point of shift in stress state from compression to tension (2nd Zero
Stress Temperature).
2. Lowering initial placement temperature, which could consequently lower (1).
3. Autogenous shrinkage, which is a function of both internal RH, surface tension of pore
fluid and the pore size distribution of the constituent paste.
4. Elastic modulus of concrete
5. Boundary conditions that control level of external restraint
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To summarize, a mixture experiencing a low temperature rise during hydration, low
autogenous strain (by ensuring higher internal RH in pores during early ages or other strategies)
at early ages, and relatively low elastic modulus at time of change in stress state from compression
to tension is desirable for lower early-age cracking tendencies of concrete [31].
2.3

Assessing Cracking Tendencies in Concrete Elements
Assessing concrete cracking potential is typically performed using either restrained ring

testing [32] or a rigid cracking frame. In the former, concrete or mortar is cast around a cylindrical
core ring made of steel, against which the concrete is allowed to shrink under isothermal conditions
(23⁰ C) and at constant relative humidity of 50% [33]. The time to cracking and maximum strain
at cracking are parameters that describe cracking sensitivity as described in ASTM C1581 [32]. A
schematic of this setup is shown in Figure 2-4. However, because the test is isothermal, the effect
of hydration kinetics on cracking potential are not reflected in the test results. The results from
restrained are also dependent on geometry, and likely cannot be used to extract fundamental
material properties such as creep [34].
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Figure 2-4: Schematic for Restrained Ring Shrinkage test(Adapted by author from [35])
An alternative to this setup is to use a longitudinal restraint testing system such as a rigid
cracking frame. A rigid cracking frame can be used to assess the cracking tendencies of concrete
in a laboratory setting by tracking stress development acting on a dog-bone shaped concrete
specimen (Figure 2-5). In the rigid cracking frame, the movement of concrete due to thermal or
autogenous strains is restrained by two invar bars connected to fixed crossheads [7]. The invar bars
are instrumented with strain gauges, which are calibrated. Force experienced by the concrete
specimen of 4 in X 4 in cross-section can thus be determined (Figure 2-5).
The restraint level experienced by concrete varies between close to 100% at start of setting
to 75-80% towards the end of a test as the concrete hardens [28]. A longitudinal restraint setup
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such as a cracking frame is also use in determining fundamental material properties such as creep
when used in conjunction with a free shrinkage frame [27].

Figure 2-5: Schematic of Rigid Cracking Frame (Courtesy: Byard (2010) [26])
The insulated formwork, combined with the programmable temperature bath, is used to
circulate a liquid (50/50 solution of ethylene glycol and water) which can be used to impose a
predetermined temperature profile or maintain an isothermal temperature in the specimen. Three
thermocouples, one in each crosshead and one in the center, are used to record and control
temperatures during the test. A more detailed description of the experimental setup is given in [20].
The typical stress development, due to thermal and autogenous changes, can be seen in Figure 2-6.
The following indices are used to evaluate the cracking potential of mixtures [30] :
1. 2nd Zero Stress Temperature (T2nd zero stress): This is the temperature at which the stress
state shifts from compression to tension as shown in Figure 2-6. The temperature is
higher than concrete setting temperature, as a large percentage of the compressive stress
are relaxed due to the lower early-age concrete elastic modulus. Factors that can
13

increase the 2nd zero-stress temperature are high initial temperature, high early age heat
release due to higher reactivity of constituents, high CTE of aggregates [7]. Higher
autogenous shrinkage can increase the T2nd zero stress [27]. Any decrease in temperature
below T2nd zero stress would be expected to produce tensile stresses; therefore, a lower
value of T2nd zero stress relative to ambient temperature could indicate a lower cracking
tendency.
2. Cracking Temperature (Tcr): This is the temperature at which concrete cracks due to
tensile stresses exceeding the tensile strength. This point is indicated in Figure 2-6 by
Tcr. The cracking temperature is a global indicator for the cracking potential of the
concrete mix [7] [30]. A lower cracking temperature is indicative of lower cracking
tendency [30]. This parameter is controlled by factors such as placement temperature,
w/b ratio, concrete modulus of elasticity and the temperature rise of the mixture due to
early- age heat release. The early-age heat is influence by cement chemical composition
and fineness and the addition of SCMs.
3. Tensile Stress at 96 hrs. This is the tensile stress developed at 96 hrs, which is the
typically period used for a realistic temperature profile. A lower tensile stress at 96 hrs,
for uncracked concrete is indicative of lower cracking tendency.
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Figure 2-6: Description of cracking potential indices on a typical stress development curve
generated using a Rigid Cracking Frame
During the experiment, if the concrete does not crack by 96 hrs, it is cooled artificially at a
rate of 1°C/ hr until cracking to determine Tcr. Apart from the use of a rigid cracking frame, two
additional experimental methods are referenced through the course of this proposal. These include:
1. Semi-adiabatic calorimetry
2. Free shrinkage frame
While detailed descriptions of these procedures can be found elsewhere [20], the rationale
for the adoption of these methods is briefly discussed. Semi-adiabatic calorimetry is used to obtain
the temperature profiles that are imposed on the concrete specimens tested in the rigid cracking
frame subjected to uniaxial restraint using the cracking frame. A 6 in x 12 in concrete cylinder of
the mixture is placed in an insulated drum with a thermocouple placed 6-inch deep into a cylinder.
The temperature is measured for a period of 150 hrs. The first 96 hrs of the temperature trend is
imposed on concrete tested in the cracking frame. A semi-adiabatic profile is adopted for the
following reasons:
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1. Cementitious materials are expected to have distinctive intrinsic reactivity due to their
chemical, mineralogical and physical characteristics [36]. It is therefore expected that
the hydration kinetics and subsequently temperature rise would be unique for each
cementitious material [27]. This would consequently influence stress development and
cracking tendencies.
2. Maturity laws, which assume that the predominant influence of temperature is to
change the rate of development of a property, has been found not to be valid for
predicting or scaling autogenous shrinkage [27].
The free shrinkage frame, which measures free strain under zero restraint and sealed
conditions, was used for selected mixtures to study the thermal strain and shrinkage development.
The trends from the free shrinkage frame were used to explain the stress development trends
observed in rigid cracking frame test.
2.4

Cracking Tendencies in Concrete Elements

2.4.1 High-Early Strength Plain Concrete Pavements (HES)
Early-to-open traffic (EOT) or High-Early Strength (HES) concrete mixtures, used
typically in slab replacement and repair, are designed to meet high early strength criteria to limit
traffic delay time. These criteria vary among different states; a summary of these criteria, by
various state agencies, are compiled in Table 2-1. Strength criteria could be either a minimum
flexural or compressive strength threshold or both. While some states specify both an opening time
and a strength criteria, other agencies specify the minimum strength needed to open the pavement
to traffic. This is in consonance with the American Concrete Pavement Association (ACPA) fast
track paving guide, which suggests defining a criteria based on a minimum opening strength for
HES pavements [37]. The ACPA guide also defines early age strength thresholds depending on
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the thickness of the pavement [37]. Several agencies, including Washington Department of
Transportation (WSDOT) and the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), base compliance
with strength requirements on a specified strength-maturity relationship (ASTM C1074) or other
non- destructive techniques such as rebound hammer [38].
Depending on the length of the repair, minimum strength requirements can be obtained
from center-point (3-point loading) or third-point (4-point loading) modulus of rupture tests. A
modulus of rupture from center-point loading reaching 300 psi or third-point loading yielding 250
psi is considered an acceptable minimum according to the FHWA [39]. In California, depending
on the type of project, the required value for modulus of rupture can vary from 400 psi to 600 psi
for opening to traffic [40]. For the FDOT, concrete must have an air content between 1% and 6%,
and a placement temperature not to exceed 100°F (38° C).
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Table 2-1: State requirements for opening to traffic for HES slab replacement mixtures
State

Minimum age at opening to

Min. Compressive Strength

Min Flexural Strength

traffic
Arkansas

6 hours

2000 psi

-

California

8 hours [39]

-

400 psi [39]

Colorado

Contractor Specified [41]

3000 psi at opening[42]

650 psi at 28 days[41]

2000 psi for opening to traffic
Delaware

Contractor Specified [43]

[43]
1600 psi at opening to traffic

Florida

Contractor Specified [43]

(Amended July 2016) [43]
3000 psi at 3 days for

Georgia

> 4 hours [44]

acceptance [44]

Illinois

4-8 Hours [45]

3,500 psi at opening [45]

Kansas

4-6 hours [46]

3,500 psi [46]

Maryland

12 hours [46]

2,500 psi [46]

Michigan

8 hours [46]

Minnesota

12-hours

Missouri

4 hours [46]

3500 psi [46]

New Jersey

6.5 hours [46]

-

New York

Contractor specified [47]

3000 psi at opening [47]

North Carolina

Contractor specified [38]

2500 psi [38]

Ohio

4 hours [46]

-

290 psi at opening [46]

350 psi at opening [46]

400 psi at opening [46]
1200 psi at opening, 1450 psi

Pennsylvania

Less than 7 Hours [46]

Texas

24 hours [46]

at 7 hours [8]
420 psi[46]
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Table 2-1 (Continued)

Virginia

2500 psi at opening to traffic

600 psi at 28 days for mix

[49]

design

Contractor specified [49]

2,500 psi at opening to traffic
as estimated using ASTM
Washington

Contractor specified [50]

C1074 [50]

Wisconsin

8 hours [46]

3,000 psi at opening [46]

A draft specification of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) requires a minimum
cementitious content of 750 lbs/yd3 [46] Most state agencies additionally specify a minimum
cement content typically in the range of 670-890 lbs/yd3 for HES mixtures [46], while other
agencies such as Missouri suggests increasing the cement content for HES mixtures by 30%
relative to mixes used in conventional concrete pavement for achieving high early strength. A
distribution of the cement factors and w/c ratios obtained from the FDOT database for mixture
design is presented in Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8.

Cement Factors from HES Mix Design Database
30

Frequency
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0
Cement Factor (lbs/yd3)
Figure 2-7: Distribution of the cement factor for HES replacement slabs mixture design
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Figure 2-8: Histogram of w/c ratios of HES mixtures from FDOT database
Most mixtures have cement factor higher than 800 lbs/yd3 and almost all have w/c ratios
below 0.39. The paste volume fractions for these mixtures ranged between 0.31-0.4. While high
cement factors (with paste volume fractions between 0.31-0.4) can increase temperature rise and
shrinkage (both autogenous and drying), the low w/c ratios (<0.4) can increase autogenous
shrinkage. The use of accelerators, especially chloride-based, has also been found to increase the
early age shrinkage [51]. Thus, the use of these strategies has been found to have the net effect of
increasing early age cracking tendency of concrete mixtures due to higher restrained tensile
stresses. While the influence of placement time has been studied previously the use of mixture
related strategies, where a base mixture design is modified using different methods to reduce the
impact of driving forces causing tensile stresses such as temperature rise and autogenous strain,
and its performance with respect to cracking is evaluated in the laboratory, is yet to be
systematically performed.
2.4.2 Early-Age Cracking Tendency in Blended Concrete
The use of supplementary cementitious materials is favored for many benefits such as
improved durability, economy, lowering environmental impact and higher ultimate strength [9] .
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These benefits are predominantly a function of improvements in microstructure brought about by
pore refinement due to consumption of calcium hydroxide (CH) and through improvements
brought about in the properties of the ITZ (Interfacial Transition Zone), which can have a salutary
impact on both mechanical and transport properties [52]. Based on intended application and on
whether benefits of improved are needed at early or/and later ages, different SCMs might be used
in concrete mixture designs. The replacement of Portland cement with highly reactive pozzolans
such as metakaolin and silica fume at typical replacement levels (5-20%), increases early age
strength and improve transport properties such as resistance to chloride ingress. However, early
age cracking tendency is negatively impacted [53]. The replacement of Portland cement with slags
at high replacement levels is typically favored for reducing temperature rise and improving
transport properties through pore refinement. Due to lower rate of slag reaction, early age strength
is typically lower than equivalent plain cement mixtures, while ultimate strength is higher.
The FDOT specifications currently require the use of SCMs in all classes of structural
concrete [54]. Long term improvement in durability performance through the additions of SCMs
(fly ash, slag and silica fume) have been noted.

Multiple field studies, evaluating bridge

performance in Florida, indicated a lower diffusion coefficients for mixtures incorporating SCMs
for from field cores [55]. Comparison to bridges built with plain Portland cement are instructive:
diffusion coefficients have been found to be lower by up to 1-2 orders of magnitude [55]. However,
the presence of “stress cracks” have been noted in a number of bridges, which have been attributed
to early cracking resulting from thermal or shrinkage effects [56]. The cracked zones typically
have higher apparent diffusion coefficients than non-cracked zones, thus negatively impacting
corrosion resistance [56]. With regards to the use of highly reactive pozzolans (silica fume and
MK) in bridge decks, some state agencies are considering prescribing the use of silica fume in
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concrete mixtures [3]. Thus, alleviation of early age cracking issues pertaining to the use of higher
reactivity SCMs in concrete infrastructure for typical applications remain a pressing concern for
state highway agencies.
2.4.2.1 Influence of Metakaolin Addition on Early-Age Cracking Tendency in Pavement
and Bridge Deck Concrete
Metakaolin (MK) is a highly reactive pozzolan obtained from calcination of clay with high
kaolin content (600-900°C[57]). It is used in concrete mixtures of bridge decks and pavements to
achieve high early-age strength [32]. Its addition can improve long term durability through the
consumption of CH and pore refinement, which produces properties comparable to that of plain
cement replaced with silica fume [32]. Typical replacement levels of Portland cement (PC) with
MK vary between 5-20%. The increased early age strength in mixtures incorporating MK is due
to the higher rate of hydration in the presence of MK due to its higher fineness and lower particle
size [53]. While there are a number of benefits in using MK for cement replacement in concrete,
these MK-containing mixtures can have a high cracking tendency [53].
Even at relatively low MK replacement levels (10%), a higher temperature rise is observed
when compared to plain PC mixtures, which results in higher early age stiffness and higher
autogenous shrinkage, leading to a higher cracking potential of PC-MK mixtures. The use of lightweight aggregate (LWA), which provides internal curing, has been shown to be effective in
reducing shrinkage and thus reducing the cracking potential of high-strength concrete mixtures
with low water-to-binder ratios (w/b) [58]–[64].
LWA proportioning is based on Equation 2-8 which takes into account chemical shrinkage,
absorption capacity of aggregates, and cementitious material content [65], [66]:
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𝑀𝐿𝑊𝐴 =

𝐶𝑓 ∙ 𝐶𝑠 ∙ 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑆 ∙ 𝑊𝐿𝑊𝐴

Equation 2-8

where,
MLWA = mass of lightweight aggregate for replacement (OD condition) (lbs or kg)
Cf = cementitious content of the mixture (lbs/yd3 or kg/m3)
Cs = chemical shrinkage of cementitious materials at 100% hydration (lb water/lb cementitious or
kg water/kg cementitious)
WLWA = water that can be released by the lightweight aggregate (fraction of the oven-dried mass)
S = saturation level of the lightweight aggregate (For SSD, S=1)
αmax = maximum degree of hydration expected for systems (For w/c higher than 0.36, αmax =1)
ASTM C1761 [66] suggests a value of 0.07 lb of water/lb of cementitious (kg water/kg of
cementitious) as a conservative estimate for calculating chemical shrinkage of mixtures containing
PC only and PC with supplementary cementitious materials (SCM), even though chemical
shrinkage of PC-SCM mixtures is known to be higher in most cases than that of PC concrete [66].
Currently, there is no research on the use of LWA in PC-MK concrete mixtures, even though LWA
is likely to reduce the high cracking potential of these mixtures. One of the challenges in
implementing internal curing in PC-MK concrete is the lack of an established chemical shrinkage
value for MK. To the best knowledge of the authors, only Wild et al. [67] measured chemical
shrinkage of PC-MK pastes. They reported that chemical shrinkage increased with increasing MK
content up to 15% cement replacement, and began to decrease with MK content beyond 15%.
While hydration of most cementitious materials follows the same chemical reactions,
regardless of their content in the mixture, MK hydration products are dependent on cement
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replacement level. Wild et al. [67] suggested the following simplified reactions occurring between
MK and CH in the presence of water:
𝐴𝑆2 (𝑀𝐾) + 3.5𝐶𝐻 + 6𝐻 → 𝐶2 𝐴𝑆𝐻8 + 0.5𝐶3 𝑆2 𝐻3

Equation 2-9

𝐴𝑆2 (𝑀𝐾) + 7𝐶𝐻 + 9𝐻 → 𝐶4 𝐴𝐻13 + 𝐶3 𝑆2 𝐻3

Equation 2-10

The stoichiometry of C-S-H formed by the pozzolanic reaction is a simplification, as C-SH in OPC-MK mixtures can incorporate alumina (Al/Si ratios of up to 0.08 [68]). The authors
attributed the decrease in chemical shrinkage at higher cement replacement levels to an increase
in C2ASH8 and a decrease in C4AH13 formation, which should result in increasing the volume
occupied by the hydration products.
A general equation for the production of AFm phases from reactive amorphous
aluminosilicates, such as MK, in the presence of reactants containing mono or divalent anions such
as sulfates and carbonates was proposed by Scrivener et al. [69] as shown in Equation 2-9. Similar
to Equation 2-10, Thomas (2013) [70] proposed an alternative general equation for the formation
of startlingite from the reaction of MK with calcium hydroxide in the presence of water as given
by Equation 2-11:
𝐴𝑆2 + 3𝐶𝐻 + 𝑧𝐻 → 𝐶𝑆𝐻𝑧−5 + 𝐶2 𝐴𝑆𝐻8

Equation 2-11

The objective of this part of the research is to evaluate the effects of LWA on the cracking
potential of PC-MK concrete and to measure the chemical shrinkage of PC-MK mixtures in order
to establish a chemical shrinkage coefficient for MK. In addition, chemical shrinkage at different
cement replacement levels with MK, was calculated based on phase assemblage predicted by
thermodynamic modeling and compared to experimental results.
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2.4.2.2 Effect of Slag on Early-Age Cracking Tendency in Mass Concrete
The use of slag in concrete is favored for benefits such as increased durability due to the
nature of the pozzolanic reaction being (lime consuming) and the accompanied pore size
refinement in addition to higher ultimate strength relative to plain concrete[71]. Specifically, the
use of slag at replacement levels up to 60-80% is not uncommon for mixtures used in mass concrete
elements. While the normalized chemical shrinkage (and consequently the resultant autogenous
shrinkage) would be expected to be higher than in plain concrete, their use in massive concrete
elements, is based on their ability to reduce the rate of early age heat release, lower temperature
rise as heat release is distributed over a longer hydration time. However, FDOT has recently
reported instances where concrete mixtures incorporating a slag content of 60% showed higher
temperature rise (as high as ~ 95°C). The use of slag-blended concrete is largely premised on
obtaining a reduction in temperature rise relative to control mixtures and a lower rate of heat
evolution.
Three factors would be especially important when evaluating slag performance of concrete
mixtures for improving early age cracking tendency, as these could control early age stress
development:
1. How does the incorporation of slag in concrete mixtures impact early age hydration
kinetics, especially under non-isothermal conditions?
2. What is the effect of slag composition on early age autogenous shrinkage in blended
mixes?
3. How does slag affect early age creep?
Pertaining to (1), studies report that the higher temperature sensitivity of slag-incorporating
cementitious systems is reflected in higher measured apparent activation energy from isothermal
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calorimetry studies [72] [73]. This increase in temperature sensitivity is in part responsible for
unexpectedly high temperatures noted for some slag-cementitious systems under quasi-adiabatic
conditions. A unit rise in temperature would cause a greater increase in rate of hydration in the
slag systems relative to the control [74], [75]. Pertaining to (2), while it is acknowledged that the
mass normalized shrinkage coefficient (~ 0.26 ml/g) associated with slag hydration is higher than
for typical Type II cement (~ 0.07 ml/g), additional early age shrinkage is likely associated with
the transformation of ettringite to monosulphoaluminate [17], [76]. The molar volume of ettringite
is about double that of mononsulfoalumiate. The phase transformation would therefore be expected
to be accompanied by an increase in the porosity of the hydrated paste. The latter is known to be
accompanied by a decrease in the solid volume as noted in slags of high alumina content [24],
[76]. Pertaining to (3), some studies indicate that slag-blended concrete exhibits lower creep at
early ages thus negatively impacting early age cracking resistance [77]–[79] .
The above discussion, on field experience and laboratory studies, indicates the need to
further study the effect(s) of the chemical composition, fineness and mineralogy of slags on earlyage cracking tendency of massive concrete [80]–[82]. Owing to differences in iron oxide ore and
flux, from which slag is obtained, wide variation in slag chemistry has been noted [52].
Consideration of these differences in slag chemistry is important, as large quantities of granulated
blast furnace slag currently used in the US market are imported as indicated by the latest mineral
commodities summary published by United States Geological Survey (USGS) [83].
Differences in typical slag chemical composition produced locally and those imported
are striking: higher quantities of alumina and lower magnesia is consistently noted for imported
slags relative to American Slags [52]. Current US slag specifications which govern the use of slag
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in massive elements [84], [85] do not address chemical composition of slags other than sulfate
and chloride content, or their effect on cracking tendency at equal replacement levels.
Based on having established gaps in the current state of practice and implementation of
methodologies to prevent early-age cracking of concrete used in HES pavement and in blended
structural concrete the following research plan is proposed:
1. Mixture design optimization strategies for improving the cracking resilience in HES
mixtures: This experimental investigation evaluates the use of 4 mixture design
strategies to prevent early age cracking in high early strength (HES) mixtures intended
for slab replacement. These mixtures are designed with a target compressive strength
of as high as 2200 psi at opening. Comparative performance based on reducing
temperature, stress development was studied through laboratory testing and field slabs.
This investigation focuses on laboratory assessment of mixture design strategies. The
following strategies were used:
a. Reduction in paste content through optimizing aggregate gradation; this is
attempted at two different w/c ratios, namely 0.34 and 0.384. This was implemented
as reduction in paste content is expected to reduce both net shrinkage and
temperature rise.
b. Internal Curing using lightweight aggregate. The use of this strategy is premised on
maintaining a higher internal RH in the pore system, thus reducing capillary stresses
2. Improving cracking tendencies of SCM blended concrete:
a. MK blended concrete
A previous investigation conducted by the Construction Materials Research group
(CMR) at the University of South Florida (USF) [53], [86] indicated that the use
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of metakaolin (MK) at a typical 10% replacement level in concrete leads to
increasing early age cracking sensitivity of MK-blended concrete. The increase in
cracking potential was found to be due to a higher elastic modulus and higher
autogenous shrinkage experienced by MK blended concrete, at early ages.
Expanding on this work, the use of light-weight aggregates (LWA) as an internal
curing source was investigated as a mitigating mechanism to reduce the cracking
potential of MK blended concrete at early ages.
b. Slag blended concrete:
To assess the suitability of using slag from different sources, as a cement
substitution in massive concrete elements, this study was initiated to address the
effect of chemical, mineralogical and physical properties of slags on concrete
cracking potential. This was done in the context of high temperature observed
during recent field placement of massive concrete in Central and South Florida. A
testing program consisting of a matrix of six slags and 2 portland cements (with
varying C3A contents) is used to evaluate the temperature and stress development
in plain and blended concrete mixtures using slags of variable mineralogy,
chemistry and fineness. The cracking indices were then correlated to parameters
that best capture the effect of chemical composition of slag to the cracking
potential. Mitigating early-age cracking is critical as the presence of these cracks
can create zones which provide preferential access to aggressive ions such as
chloride, and can create zones of high diffusivity in sound concrete, as indicated by
studies conducted on field cores on Florida Bridges [56]. This could potentially
reduce time to corrosion initiation for these structures. Further work was conducted
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that relates slag composition to chloride diffusivity for select mixtures using
resistivity testing and total chloride analysis.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS
3.1

HES Concrete Performance Optimization Using Different Mitigating Strategies1

3.1.1 Introduction
A typical high-early-strength (HES) concrete mix design used for concrete pavement
construction in Florida was used as the control mix (Mix #1). A series of cracking mitigation
strategies were implemented to evaluate their effectiveness in minimizing the cracking potential
of HES concrete pavement slabs during early ages [87]. These strategies included the following:
1. Optimizing granular aggregate matrix: Optimization of aggregate content was based on
packing theory and gradation charts in order to reduce the paste content and therefore
the amount of cement per cubic yard of concrete [88]. Cement reduction decreases the
heat generated from cement chemical interaction with water and, consequently, the
temperature rise in concrete, thus reducing thermal stresses. Reducing the excess paste
content while maintaining the water-to-cementitious ratio (w/cm) does not reduce the
ultimate strength, but does reduce concrete shrinkage [89], [90]. Two optimized mixes
were prepared: Mix 2 and Mix 3. For Mix 2, the same water-to-cementitious materials
ratio (w/cm) was adopted as in Mix 1. Since lower cement content at the same w/cm
ratio can lead to a decrease in early-age mechanical properties [91], a lower w/cm ratio

1

Some figures, tables and text from Section 3.1.1 have been published previously in “D. M. Gunatilake, A.
Markandeya, A. Sedaghat, N. Shanahan, K. A. Riding, D. Deford, and A. Zayed, “Effects Of Reduced Paste Content
And Base Restraint On Young Concrete Pavement,” ACI Mater. J., vol. 115, no. 5, pp. 663–673, 2018”. Permission
from American Concrete Institute is included in the Appendix.
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was adopted for Mix 3 in order to offset this effect. Mix 3 was also expected to show
the effect of a lower w/cm ratio on autogenous shrinkage.
2. Use of Shrinkage Reducing Admixture (SRA): the use of SRA was implemented in
Mix 4 to assess its effect on capillary stresses generated due to autogenous or drying
shrinkage. SRAs reduces the surface tension of the pore water , thus lowering capillary
stresses exerted on pore walls and reducing concrete shrinkage, and consequently
lowering induced tensile stresses experienced by the paste in concrete. The
cementitious content (900 lbs/yd3) for this mixture relative to Mix 1 was not modified.
3. Use of pre-wetted lightweight aggregate (LWA): Pre-wetted lightweight aggregate was
used in Mix 5, at half the dosage required to offset the concrete chemical shrinkage due
to the hydration reaction. Half dosage was used to limit the effects of the lightweight
aggregate on the lowering strength development. LWA is expected to reduce
autogenous shrinkage by providing additional internal (entrained) curing water to
maintain a higher internal RH, thus preventing the formation of water vapor-air
interfaces and menisci, which cause capillary stresses [59]. The presence of excess
water for curing will also increase the ultimate degree of hydration [92], [93] and
ultimate strength. Additionally, because the elastic modulus of concrete incorporating
LWA is lower, the restraining stresses would be expected to be lower [92]. The
cementitious material content and w/c ratio relative to Mix#1 is not modified.
Typical aggregates used in Florida for concrete production are #57 limestone and lower
fineness modulus silica sand. This combination of coarse and fine aggregates could inevitably
lead to a gap-graded granular aggregate system as reflected in the gradation chart of Figure 3-1.
Concrete incorporating gap-graded aggregates is more prone to segregation due to pumping,
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vibration or the lowering of yield stress brought about by on-site addition of water-reducer.
Optimization of the original granular aggregate system was therefore done with the following
objectives in mind:
1. Quantifying the paste-to-void volume ratio of the original base mix to reduce binder
content not contributing to an increase in cementing efficiency (ratio of cement content
to strength) but likely leading to higher temperature rise, autogenous and drying
shrinkage.
2. Identify blending ratios for coarse and fine aggregates that would maximize packing
density and thus further help in decreasing the paste content (and consequently binder
content at the same w/cm ratio).
3. Improving segregation resistance by determining an aggregate matrix that is more
stable than a conventional gap-graded system and more robust to any changes in the
yield stress of concrete brought about by the addition of a high-range water reducer
(HRWR) chemical admixture.
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Figure 3-1: Power 45 chart comparison for original and optimized gradation (generated using
spreadsheet from [94])
The void fraction or packing density of a binary aggregate system comprised of coarse and
fine aggregate was obtained from the Toufar model, which generates a packing density curve based
on the fine–aggregate-to-coarse-aggregate (CA) mass ratio. For void fraction/packing density
calculations, the Toufar model assumes that if the diameter ratio between a smaller and larger
particle is higher than 0.22, then it cannot be situated in the interstices of the larger particles. The
general packing density equation is of the form shown in Equation 3-1 [95] :



1
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 2 
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Equation 3-1

where,
ϕ = effective packing density of the binary mix
y1 = diameter of the fine particles (mm)
y2 = diameter of the coarse particles (mm)
ϕ1 = packing densities of the coarse fractions
ϕ2 = packing densities of the fine fractions
z = correction for void space created by the volume of larger particles which are not densely packed
and not distributed in a matrix of smaller particles
For multi-component systems, this computation of packing density is done stepwise with
the packing density for two aggregates being calculated in each step [95], [96]. For obtaining the
variation of packing density with mass ratio for the various aggregate systems in this study, the
aggregate gradation module from COMPASS was used [97]. Properties of aggregates used as
inputs are: bulk specific gravity in oven dried condition, dry-rodded unit weight (DRUW) and
individual system gradation. COMPASS uses this information to generate a packing density that
is a function of the proportions of the aggregates selected. For a 2-aggregate system such as in the
base mixture, a chart showing the variation of packing density relative to the mass blending ratios
for coarse and fine aggregate is generated as shown in Figure 3-2. As had been discussed
previously, the Toufar model was used to determine the packing density of the combined aggregate
system. When 3-aggregate systems are adopted, ternary charts were generated (Figure 3-3). As
can be seen in Figure 3-2, for the base system, changing the FA/CA (fine aggregate/coarse
aggregate) ratio would be of limited consequence for improving the packing density due to the
proximity of the adopted FA/CA in the base mixture to the maxima. Including an intermediate
aggregate size such as #89 was therefore implemented with the expectation of getting an
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improvement in the packing density (and consequently a lower cement content), and a more
continuously-graded combined system to improve segregation resistance.

Figure 3-2: Packing density chart for original aggregate system using Toufar model based on
original fine aggregate to coarse aggregate mass ratio (Courtesy: Transtec Group)

Figure 3-3: Ternary chart corresponding to packing densities obtained from COMPASS for the
optimized system (Courtesy: Transtec Group)
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Table 3-1: Void content for 2 aggregate systems
Combined Aggregate System

Mix designation

DRUW Void Content

#57/Fine Aggregate (67/33)*

Mix#1 (Control)

0.296

#57/#89/Fine Aggregate (42/22/36)*

Mix#2, Mix#3

0.276

* Mass allocation for aggregate type as % of total aggregate mass
Table 3-2: XRF composition for cement used in study
Analyte

Cement

SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
Total SO3
S as sulfide (slag)
SO3 as sulfate (slag)
Na2O
K2O
TiO2
P2O5
Mn2O3
SrO
Cr2O3
ZnO
BaO
L.O.I(950˚C)
Total
Na2Oeq

21.20
5.15
3.61
63.91
0.70
2.59
--0.14
0.31
0.29
0.15
0.03
0.06
0.02
0.06
-1.66
99.89
0.35
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Table 3-3: XRD phase composition of as-received cement from Rietveld analysis
Phase
C3 S
C2 S
C3 A
Ferrite
Gypsum
Hemihydrate
Anhydrite
Calcite
Portlandite
Syngenite
Quartz
Aphthitalite
Amorphous/ unidentified

Cement (%)
48.1
23.1
5.5
9.9
2.6
1.5
1.2
0.7
0.1
7.2

After optimizing the combined aggregate system and determining the void content of the
granular matrix, the paste content can be determined by choosing an appropriate paste-to-void
volume ratio. This ratio should be high enough to ensure sufficient workability and adequate early
age strength development for HES mixtures. For Mix 1, the paste to void volume ratio was
determined to be 2.15 based on the determination of the packing density for the base FDOT
mixture using ASTM C29. In the optimized system, the increase in the packing density was
estimated to be about 2-2.5%. For typical pavement concrete, paste to void volume ratios between
1.4-1.8 are considered adequate when using HRWRA [90].
Lowering the paste volume results in a decrease in workability; however, workability can
be improved with HRWRs. For Mix 1 and Mix 2, where the w/cm ratio was maintained at 0.384,
the paste volume-to-void volume ratio of 1.75 was adopted, which corresponds to a cement content
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of 700 lbs/yd3. For Mix 3 with a lower w/cm ratio (0.34), the paste-volume-to-void-volume ratio
was 1.47.
The use of pre-wetted saturated LWA was adopted in Mix 5 to implement internal curing.
Internal curing was selected to reduce early-age cracking potential by:
1. Providing water to the capillary pore system thus preventing the development of
excessive autogenous strain and consequently reducing tensile stress development.
2. Replacement of a portion of sand with lightweight aggregate reduces the elastic
modulus of concrete, thereby allowing lower elastic modulus and reducing early-age
stress development.
3. The additional water available for hydration results in a higher degree of hydration.
Lightweight aggregate proportioning was based on ASTM C1761 which takes into account
chemical shrinkage, absorption capacity of the aggregate, and cementitious material content [8],
[66] as shown in Equation 3-2:

M LWA 

C f  C s   max

Equation 3-2

S  WLWA

where,
MLWA =mass of lightweight aggregate required in oven-dry condition (lbs/yd3)
Cf =cement factor (total amount of cementitious materials, lbs/yd3)
αmax = maximum degree of hydration attainable based on the w/cm ratio used
Cs =chemical shrinkage (lb/lb of the cementitious material)
S =saturation level of the aggregate (between 0 and 1; 1 at saturated surface dry and 0 at oven dry
state)
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WLWA =mass of water released by the LWA from SSD condition to equilibrium mass in a 94% RH
environment (lb).
Equation 3-2 was used to replace an equivalent volume of sand by LWA as specified in
ASTM C1761 [66]. In order to reduce the mixture potential for strength loss, only a fraction of the
LWA dosage suggested by Equation 3-2 was used [98], [99]. αmax is the maximum degree of
hydration attainable, which is a function of the w/b ratio , and is assumed to be 1 for w/c >0.36
[100].
Shrinkage reducing admixtures (SRA) belong to a class of materials called ‘surfactants’,
containing either glycols or amino alcohols [101] , which when adsorbed at interfaces (water-air
interface created in capillary pores) cause a reduction in surface tension [102]. When water is lost
from a pore, a water-air interface is created. SRAs reduce shrinkage by reducing the surface tension
at the water-air (liquid-vapor) interface and consequently reducing the tensile stresses experienced
by pore walls. The use of SRAs has been found to retard early-age strength gain ([103], [104]),
which was observed during the preparation of trial mixes. Therefore, the low end of the
manufacturer-recommended dosage range was selected for Mix #4. As recommended by the
manufacturer, SRA was used as water replacement (1:1) on a weight basis.
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Table 3-4: Mixture designs per m3 (within parentheses quantity per yd3)
Constituent

Mix 1

Mix 2

Mix 3

Mix 4

Mix 5

Cement: kg (lbs)

534 (900)

415 (700)

415 (700)

534(900)

534 (900)

Coarse Aggregate #57 (SSD): kg (lbs)

996 (1680)

682 (1150)

700 (1180)

996 (1680)

996 (1680)

Intermediate Aggregate #89: kg (lbs)

-

409 (690)

421 (720)

-

-

Fine Aggregate (SSD) : kg (lbs)

492 (829)

610 (1028)

625 (1054)

500 (844)

326 (549)

Lightweight Aggregate (SSD) : kg (lbs)

-

-

-

-

97 (163)

Water : kg (lbs)

193 (325)

149 (252)

131 (221)

189 (319)

193(325)

Type F HRWRA : ml (fl.oz)

-

725 (24.5)

1035 (35)

-

-

Type E Accelerator : ml (fl.oz)

14854(384)

11555(299)

11555 (299)

14854(384

14854(384)

AEA : ml (fl.oz)

39 (1.0)

39 (1.0)

39 (1.0)

39 (1.0)

39 (1.0)

Type D water-reducing admixture: ml (fl.oz)

874 (22.6)

696 (18)

696 (18)

909 (22.6)

874 (22.6)

SRA : liters (gallons)

-

-

-

3 (0.75)

-

w/cm

0.384

0.384

0.340

0.384

0.384

3.1.2 Results
3.1.2.1 Mechanical Properties of Field Cured Cylinders
Following the placement of field slabs, field cured cylinders were tested for mechanical
properties: splitting tensile strength, compressive strength and elastic modulus. While the field
evaluation of cracking tendencies was the primary objective of this phase of the project, the
mixtures prepared had to meet a required 6-hour compressive strength of 1600 (11 MPa) psi at
time of opening (typically 6-hours) and a 28-day compressive strength of 4000 psi (27.6 MPa).
These mixtures met the compressive strength thresholds comfortably, as can be seen in Figure 3-4
.
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Figure 3-4: Compressive strength of field cured cylinder for 5 mixtures
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Figure 3-5: Elastic modulus of field cured cylinders
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Figure 3-6: Tensile strength of field cured cylinders
The following could be noted from the trends suggested by Figure 3-4, Figure 3-5 and
Figure 3-6:
1. Expectedly, Mix 5 containing lightweight aggregate had lower elastic modulus at all
ages (except at 7 day) relative to other mixtures (Figure 3-5). While the 6-hour
compressive and tensile strength of Mix 5 is lower than Mix 1 (Figure 3-4 and Figure
3-6), the later age compressive strength is higher. This is likely due to the higher degree
of hydration reached by Mix 5.
2. While both tensile and compressive strength of the optimized mix (Mix 2) with a
cement content of 415 kg/m3 (700 lbs/cu.yd) and the control mixture (Mix 1) (cement
content of 534 kg/m3 (900 lbs/cu.yd) are similar at early ages (0.25-3 days) the
compressive and tensile strength of the optimized mixture Mix 2 is higher at later ages
(Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-6). Thus, the use of a lower cement factor, by optimizing
aggregate grading, did not affect the early age strength of concrete.
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3. Mix 3, which has a w/c ratio of 0.34, had the highest 28-day compressive and tensile
strength.
3.1.2.2 Stress Development Using Rigid Cracking Frame
The performance of the 5 mixtures was evaluated using the rigid cracking frame, with the
collected field temperature profile imposed during testing. The second zero stress temperature and
maximum temperatures for the 5 mixtures are show in Table 3-5. The imposed temperature profiles
obtained from the field for a concrete slab 12-in thick at an 8-inch depth from the base (thickness
of slab was 12 inches) is given in Figure 3-7 and the stress development for the five mixtures
during testing for first 120 hours is shown in Figure 3-8.
Table 3-5: 2nd zero stress and maximum temperature from RCF testing
Mix

2nd Zero Stress Temperature (°C)

Maximum Field Temperature (°C)*

Mix 1

60.86

69.46

Mix 2

50.09

61.05

Mix 3

47.53

56.89

Mix 4

58.62

69.47

Mix 5

59.09

70.50

*Imposed temperature profiles were obtained from field testing
The use of optimized mix design had a noticeable effect on early age stress development
by reducing the 2nd zero stress temperature (ZST) by over 10°C for Mix 2 and by 12.8 °C for Mix
3. The effect of SRA and LWA addition was marginal on the reduction of the 2nd ZST. The lower
maximum temperature attained by the two mixtures, in part, account for this trend. All mixtures,
where stress reduction strategies were implemented, appear to show lower stress development
during early ages, especially the critical period of the first 72 hours, as shown in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-7: Imposed temperatures for 5 mixtures during RCF testing
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Figure 3-8: Stress development using the Cracking Frame for the 5 mixtures tested
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3.1.3 Conclusions
Implementation of five mixture design strategies was attempted for high early strength
concrete used in slab replacement. The performance was assessed both under laboratory and field
conditions. During field placement, all mixtures satisfied the compressive strength criteria for
quality control. Reduction of the cement content by 119 kg/m3 (200 lbs/yd3) while maintaining a
constant w/c ratio of 0.384 did not cause a significant decrease in the 6 and 24 hour compressive
strength relative to the control mixture. The use of lightweight aggregates reduced early age
compressive and tensile strength but increased the ultimate strength. It can be concluded that
reduction in the cracking risk was noted for all mitigating strategies studied here using the rigid
cracking frame operated under field temperature profiles.
3.2

Internal Curing for Improving Cracking Resilience of MK-Blended Concrete2

3.2.1 Materials and Methods
Type I/II cement with a moderate C3A content and a commercially available metakaolin
were used in this study. The elemental oxide composition of the as-received materials (Table 3-6)
was determined using X-ray fluorescence (XRF). The mineralogical composition of cement,
determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) coupled with Rietveld refinement, is presented in Table
3-7. A #57 limestone coarse aggregate, silica sand fine aggregate and expanded clay lightweight
aggregates (Trinity Lightweight, Louisiana) were used in preparing concrete mixtures. Figure 3-9
shows the aggregates’ sieve analysis. While the use of #57 stone (nominal maximum size of 0.75”)
with sand having low fineness modulus (2.16) could inexorably lead to a gap-graded combined

2

A large portion of this section is currently under review by ACI Special Edition on Pozzolans (July 2018). The
submitted manuscript title is “Internal Curing for Improving Cracking Resilience of MK-Blended Concrete”.
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aggregate system, the use of lightweight aggregate with intermediate particle sizes (9.25-2.36 mm)
could have the additional benefit of improving the combined aggregate gradation.
Table 3-6: XRF analysis of as-received cementitious material
Cement
20.1
5.6
2
64.4
0.9
3.6
0.08
0.47
0.18
0.33
0.03
0.07
0.01
0.03
1.8
99.56
0.39

Analyte
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
Total SO3
Na2O
K2O
TiO2
P2O5
Mn2O3
SrO
Cr2O3
ZnO
BaO
L.O.I(950˚C)
Total
Na2Oeq

Metakaolin
51.29
44.16
0.49
<0.01
0.14
<0.01
0.26
0.27
1.12
0.06
<0.01
0.01
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
1.4
99.22
0.44

Table 3-7: Phase composition of cement used obtained from XRD analysis
Phase
C3 S
C2 S
C3 A
Ferrite
Gypsum
Hemihydrate
Anhydrite
Calcite
Portlandite
Syngenite
Quartz
Aphthitalite
Amorphous/ unidentified
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%
54.0
17.3
8.4
5.6
4.3
1.4
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.1
0.2
7.8
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Figure 3-9: Sieve size distribution chart for silica sand and lightweight aggregate
The physical properties of the coarse and fine aggregates were determined according to the
procedures specified in ASTM C127 [105] and ASTM C128 [106], respectively. Lightweight
aggregate properties were determined according to ASTM C1761 [107]. A 72-hour soaking period,
prior to the determination of the physical properties, was used for the lightweight aggregates, both
for characterization and testing. To bring the lightweight aggregate to a pre-soaked surface dry
condition, the paper towel method was adopted [108]. The physical properties of the aggregates
are given in Table 3-8.
Table 3-8: Physical properties for aggregates
Aggregate
#57
Sand
LWA

SG SSD
2.41
2.64
1.66

SG OD
2.32
2.63
1.41
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Absorption
3.95%
0.56%
17.76%

Desorption
92.29%

The following mixtures were prepared during assessing the concrete mixtures cracking
potential:
1. A control mix with a cement content of 395 kg/m3 designated “CNTRL”
2. A mixture identical to the control but with a portion of sand replaced with lightweight
aggregate designated “CNTRL-LWA”
3. A mixture with metakaolin at 10% replacement by mass designated “10MK”
4. A mixture prepared with 10% MK by mass but with a portion of the sand replaced with
lightweight aggregate designated “10MK-LWA”
In each instance, water present in chemical admixtures was accounted for in the mix water.
A high dosage of polycarboxylate based high range water reducer (HRWR) and an air-entrainer
(AEA) were used in preparing concrete mixtures. Mixtures proportions are shown in Table 3-9.
Table 3-9: Mixture designs per 1 m3 (1 yd3)
Material

CNTRL

CNTRL-LWA

10MK

10MK-LWA

Cement (kg)

395 (665)

395 (665)

355 (598)

355 (598)

Metakaolin (kg)

-

-

40 (67)

40 (67)

Coarse Aggregate #57
limestone (SSD) (kg)

1025
(1729)

1025 (1729)

1025 (1729)

1025 (1729)

Fine Aggregate (SSD) (kg)

696
(1173)

375 (632)

696 (1173)

317 (534)

-

203 (342)

-

239 (403)

365/ 5.6

489/7.5

730/11.19

619/9.45

6.5/0.1

6.5/ 0.1

6.5/0.1

6.5/0.1

0.385

0.385

0.385

0.385

Lightweight Aggregate
(SSD)
HRWR (ml/100
kg)/(fl.oz/100lb)
AEA (ml/100 kg)/
(fl.oz/100lb)
w/b

The assessment of early age cracking potential was followed by measurement of the stress
development in concrete and blended concrete mixtures subjected to a temperature profile
generated under semi-adiabatic conditions and under uniaxial restraint using a rigid cracking
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frame. The temperature regime adopted in the cracking frame was determined by placing a
concrete cylinder in a semi-adiabatic chamber and tracking the temperature development. The use
of a semi-adiabatic temperature regime is desirable as temperature is expected to impact hydration
kinetics and would better reflect the temperature-dependent nature of hydration, more closely
resembling what is likely to occur under field conditions. Moreover, the development of
autogenous shrinkage cannot be captured using the maturity concept; hence, the use of a realistic
temperature profile is desirable [27].
In order to determine the tensile stress-strength ratio and assess cracking potential trends
from the cracking frame test, splitting tensile strength and elastic modulus tests were conducted in
accordance to ASTM C496 [109] and ASTM C469 [110], respectively. The tested cylinders were
match-cured to the temperature profiles imposed in the cracking frame.
The replacement level of the lightweight aggregate was chosen based on the proportioning
technique described in ASTM C1761 [107] and in Bentz et al.[8], as shown in Equation 2-8. WLWA
is determined from the product of the absorption capacity of the lightweight aggregate at 72 hours
and desorption percentage, which represents the fraction of water that can be released up to 94%
relative humidity [111]. For the lightweight aggregate used, these properties were determined
using ASTM C1761 [107] and are given in Table 3-8.
To verify the validity of the assumed shrinkage coefficient, as the shrinkage coefficient is
necessary input to estimate the replacement level of lightweight aggregate (Equation 2-8) and
estimate a separate shrinkage coefficient for MK and control mixtures, chemical shrinkage
measurements were conducted in accordance to ASTM C1608 [112]. Three pastes were prepared
for evaluating chemical shrinkage:
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1. Control paste (CNTRL) with plain cement
2. Paste incorporating MK at 10% mass replacement (10MK)
3. Paste incorporating MK at 20% mass replacement (20MK)
During preparation, the cementitious materials and water were hand mixed for 5 minutes
using a spatula. For the MK mixtures, the cementitious materials (cement and MK) were preblended before mixing. The paste was placed into a plastic vial (22 mm X 55 mm, US Plastic) and
then filled to a target paste thickness of 8 mm carefully using a 10 cc syringe (diameter 1.65 cm,
height 10.46 cm), then consolidated by tapping the vial on the counter and on the sides using a
spatula. The mass of the system was subsequently recorded, and the paste mass was determined
by subtracting the mass of the container from the mass of the system containing the container and
paste filled up to approximately 8 mm height. De-ionized water, de-aerated by bringing the water
to boil and subsequently cooled to room temperature for 24 hours, was placed dropwise on top of
the paste using a syringe until the water reached near the top of the vial. An assembly containing
pipette attached to a rubber stopper (Size #4, Widget Co.), for tracking changes in absolute volume,
was then fit snugly into the vial. The pipette was attached to the rubber through a hole (0.5”) using
superglue (Scotch superglue gel) at the interface. Silicone was applied near the edges of the rubber
stopper hole to prevent evaporation. Fitting the stopper-pipette assembly into the vial filled with
de-aerated water allowed the water to rise in the pipette to near the top of the pipette level.
Subsequently, a drop of colored motor oil (Pennzoil Marine Plus) was placed on top of the water
in the pipette assembly using a syringe to track the change in water level and prevent evaporation.
At this time, the total mass of this dilatometer assembly, that is, the plastic vial with paste, deaerated water and the pipette-stopper assembly was recorded. The combined dilatometer assembly
was then placed in a controlled water bath maintained at 23±0.5C. The water level reading at
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approximately 1 hour was recorded as the baseline/datum for tracking volume changes. For each
mixture, 5 replicate assemblies were prepared. Results from any vial, where the change in mass of
the combined assembly was higher than 0.02 g during the testing, were discarded [112]. At the end
of the test (approximately 40 days), 2 replicate specimens for each of the 3 mixtures were found
to exceed this threshold and were excluded from the calculated shrinkage for the respective
systems. A w/b ratio of 0.5 was used for all pastes to ensure sufficient water for complete
hydration. The proportions for the systems used for dilatometry testing are shown in Table 3-10.
Table 3-10: Composition of pastes tested for chemical shrinkage in g per 1000 cm3 (lb per ft3)

.

Paste System

Cement

MK

Water

CNTRL

1223.45 (74.34)

-

611.73 (38.17)

10MK

1083.35 (67.60)

120.37(7.512)

601.86 (37.56)

20MK

946.90 (59.07)

236.73(14.77)

591.75(36.93)

The chemical shrinkage for the cement used (CScement) was estimated based on the cement
phases’ fraction determined by XRD and weighted by the shrinkage coefficients given in Table
3-11, according to Equation 3-3:.

𝐶𝑆𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = ∑ 𝑃𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐶𝑆𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒

Equation 3-3

where,
CSphase= Chemical shrinkage associated with the respective anhydrous phase (ml/g)
Pphase= Mass fraction of phases present in cement (based on XRD Rietveld analysis)
For the CNTRL systems, the chemical shrinkage was estimated to be 0.071 ml/g
cementitious, calculated based on the phases’ fraction (Table 3-7), phases’ shrinkage coefficient
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(Table 3-11) and Equation 3-3. The normalized shrinkage coefficient for the 10MK system either
in ml/g or ml/100g is determined using Equation 3-4:

𝐶𝑆𝑐𝑢𝑚 = 0.9𝐶𝑆𝑐𝑒𝑚 + 0.1𝐶𝑆𝑀𝐾

Equation 3-4

where,
CScum= cumulative chemical shrinkage of OPC-MK mixture (ml/100g cementitious)
CScem = shrinkage coefficient associated with the reaction of cement (ml/100g cement)
CSMK =shrinkage coefficient of metakaolin (ml/100g MK)
Table 3-11: Chemical shrinkage coefficients for portland cement phases and MK [100]
Phase
C3 S
C2 S
C3 A
C4AF
MK*

Shrinkage Coefficient (ml water/g
Component)
0.0704
0.0724
0.1710
0.1170
0.2000

*Same value as silica fume assumed provisionally
Based on Equation 3-3 and an assumed MK coefficient of 0.20 ml/g MK, a shrinkage
coefficient of 0.084ml/g cementitious is estimated for the 10MK system. Alternatively, without
assuming a shrinkage coefficient for MK, and accounting for separate degrees of hydration for PC
and MK components, the shrinkage coefficient can be calculated from weighted average of the
shrinkage of the combined PC-MK using Equation 3-5.

𝐶𝑆𝑀𝐾 =

𝐶𝑆𝑐𝑢𝑚 − 𝛼𝑐𝑒𝑚 ∙ 𝑃𝑐𝑒𝑚 ∙ 𝐶𝑆𝑐𝑒𝑚
𝛼𝑀𝐾 ∙ 𝑃𝑀𝐾
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Equation 3-5

where,
CSMK = chemical shrinkage coefficient of metakaolin (ml per 100g MK)
CScum= cumulative chemical shrinkage measured (ml per 100g cementitious)
Pcement = mass fraction of the cement in the cementitious system
PMK = mass fraction of the MK in the cementitious system
αcem = degree of hydration of cement
αMK = degree of hydration of metakaolin
3.2.2 Experimental Results and Discussion
3.2.2.1

Stress Development Using Rigid Cracking Frame
The temperature rise for mixtures placed in the semi-adiabatic chamber are shown in Figure

3-10. The temperature trends for CNTRL and CNTRL-LWA are similar, with CNTRL-LWA
showing a slightly lower peak temperature but a wider peak width. A similar trend was observed
when comparing 10MK and 10MK-LWA. However, both metakaolin mixtures (10MK and 10MKLWA) exhibited a higher peak temperature than their respective control mixtures, the difference
being approximately 2.5°C for mixtures with lightweight aggregate (LWA) both cases and 3°C for
mixtures containing LWA. This was expected, as the presence of high fineness metakaolin would
likely promote hydration of cement by providing nucleation sites at early ages [36], [53]. This
increase in the early-age reactivity of cement is likely to accelerate the production of CH. This can
lead to the activation of the pozzolanic MK reaction in the presence of water, which would
additionally lead to higher shrinkage development relative to plain cement paste system [67].
While their peak temperatures were similar, the 10MK-LWA mixture reached the peak
temperature value at a slightly later time and had about 1°C lower temperature rise relative to
10MK.
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Figure 3-10: Semi-adiabatic temperature rise for concrete mixtures
The stress development trends for the 4 mixtures tested using the rigid cracking frame is
shown in Figure 3-11. The mixture incorporating metakaolin (10MK), expectedly, showed a higher
2nd ZST, earlier time to cracking and a higher cracking temperature than the CNTRL, CNTRLLWA and 10MK-LWA. The mixture containing cement and lightweight aggregate did not crack
during the 120-hr test period and thus exhibited the lowest cracking tendency. The stress
development for all mixtures was similar during the initial heating/expansion phase as the
temperature profiles during this phase were similar. The induced compressive stresses have the
following order: 10MK>CNTRL>10MK-LWA>CNTRL-LWA. During the cooling stage
(contraction phase), the shift from compressive to tensile stresses occurred at a higher rate for the
10MK and 10MK-LWA mixtures relative to CNTRL and CNTRL-LWA. Interestingly, the stress
development during the cooling phase for 10MK-LWA occurs at a lower rate than for 10MK, and
subsequently at a lower rate than the CNTRL mix. Furthermore, after the stress state shifts to
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tension, the rate of tensile stress development started to noticeably deviate from the 10MK mixture,
exhibiting a lower rate of tensile stress development during a large part of the contraction phase.
During this period, the thermal cooling rate is almost identical. Thus, the considerable decrease
in tensile stress for 10MK-LWA relative to 10MK, during this period, could be attributed to any
of the following factors: lower autogenous stress and/or lower modulus of elasticity for 10MKLWA. At about 40 hours, the tensile stress for 10MK-LWA is lower than the CNTRL mixture and
the rate of tensile stress development starts to deviate markedly from the 10MK mixture. The
10MK-LWA mixture cracked at 98.5 hrs and at a lower temperature by 7.5°C relative to
10MK..Though lowest cracking tendency was exhibited by CNTRL-LWA as indicated by the
lowest 2nd ZST and lowest stress at 96 hrs, the results clearly indicate the benefit of adding LWA
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Figure 3-11: Stress development and temperature vs time for mixtures tested in the Rigid
Cracking Frame
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3.2.2.2 Mechanical Properties
To further confirm lower cracking potential at an intermediate age, before 96 hrs and during
tensile stress development, splitting tensile strength was measured at 48 hrs. As indicated
previously, the cylinders were match-cured to the temperature profiles imposed in the cracking
frame. As shown in Table 3-12, a splitting tensile stress-strength ratio of 0.42 was obtained for
10MK concrete mixture. The equivalent stress-to-strength ratio at 48 hrs for 10MK-LWA is 0.25,
a decrease of about 40%, which would therefore suggest a reduction in the cracking tendency.
Additionally, the elastic modulus at 12 hrs (approximate time of maximum compressive stress)
and time of cracking for 10MK and 10MK-LWA confirm the lower elastic modulus of 10MKLWA mixture at both ages as shown in Table 3-13.
Table 3-12: Splitting tensile strength and stress-strength ratio for 2 mixtures

Mix
10MK
10MK-LWA

Parameter at 48 hours
Splitting Tensile Strength
Stress-Strength
(MPa)
Ratio
3.8 (550)*
0.42
3.6 (520)
0.25
* In parenthesis, strength in psi

Table 3-13: Elastic modulus at 12 hrs and time of cracking
Mix
10MK
10MK-LWA

Elastic Modulus (GPa)
12 hrs
Cracking
6
34 (4.90 x 10 )
35.8 (63 hrs)
26 (3.80 x 106)
28.6 (98 hrs)
*In parenthesis elastic modulus in psi

3.2.2.3 Chemical Shrinkage of OPC-MK Systems Using Dilatometry
The results obtained from the chemical shrinkage testing are shown in Figure 3-12. The
cumulative shrinkage for the pastes incorporating MK, started to diverge from CNTRL at about 2
days and was higher relative to the CNTRL at the end of the test. Because the measured shrinkage
represents the cumulative effect of the hydration of OPC and MK fractions (Equation 3-5), and
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their respective reactivities, a determination of the degree of hydration of each component is
necessary. Based on the Iterative Rietveld-PONCKS (IRP) analysis on the collected diffraction
data from the hydrated mixtures using XRD [113], the degree of hydration of both the MK and
OPC fraction in mixtures were determined. Using the cumulative shrinkage values obtained at
approximately 38 days as shown in Table 3-14, the MK shrinkage coefficient was calculated using
the degrees of hydration of the MK and OPC fractions as given in Table 3-14, and using Equation
3-5. As given in the Table 3-15, contribution from the MK fraction was calculated to be similar in
the 10MK and 20MK systems. Understanding similarities/differences in the hydration products
formed in both systems could explain the factors controlling shrinkage in OPC-MK mixtures and
accurately assessing the shrinkage coefficient for metakaolin in cementitious mixtures.

Chemical Shrinkage (mL/100g cementitious)
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14.00

21.00
Time (days)
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Figure 3-12: Chemical shrinkage for 3 pastes tested (reported in mL/100g cementitious)
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Table 3-14: Degrees of hydration (DOH) for OPC and OPC-MK mixtures from PONCKS
method
System
CNTRL
10MK
20MK

DOH for OPC fraction
93.5
91.9
88.6

DOH for MK fraction
66.3
61.7

Table 3-15: Measured shrinkage and estimated shrinkage coefficients for metakaolin
System
CNTRL
10MK
20MK

Measured Shrinkage
(ml/100g binder)
6.812
7.795
8.512

Calculated MK contribution
(ml/100g of MK)
28.97
28.23

3.2.2.4 Phase Assemblage of OPC-MK Systems Based on MK-CH Reaction Stoichiometry
and Thermodynamic Modelling Using GEMS
In OPC-MK blend systems, MK contribution to chemical shrinkage is due to two effects
that should be considered separately as indicated earlier in Equation 3-5.
1. Shrinkage resulting from cement hydration, which is likely accelerated due to
nucleation sites provided by finer MK particles. The nucleation effect would be more
pronounced at early ages with a higher MK content, within the range of typical MK
replacement used for OPC-MK concrete mixtures (5-20%).
2. Shrinkage contribution from the reaction of MK with calcium hydroxide from cement
hydration.
Any attempt to derive a single expression (that is independent of replacement level) for
shrinkage resulting from the reaction of MK with CH is more complex due to differences in the
nature and stability of phases formed during this reaction. Wild et al. [67] attribute differences in
dimensional changes of MK-OPC systems to the curing time and MK replacement level which can
affect the formed hydration phases. Apart from C-S-H, studies predict the formation of C4AH13
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(OH-AFm) and C2ASH8 (stratlingite) at early ages [67], [114]. Relative proportions of OH-AFm,
(which in sulphated systems can exist in solid solution with monosulphoaluminate) and stratlingite
can influence the amount of shrinkage and expansion in systems incorporating MK [67]. Since
OH-AFm is metastable at room temperature, formation of stratlingite at longer curing times and
hydrogarnet at higher temperatures is expected in MK-lime systems [114] or MK-OPC systems
[53]. Transformation of either C4AH13 or C2AH8 to hydrogarnet (C3AH6) is expected to increase
porosity and cause loss in strength [67],[114],[115]. However, results from the limited XRD
conducted on the OPC-MK systems, at curing time of approximately 38-40 days, did not detect
the presence of OH-AFm phases. In this current work, the presence of both stratlingite and
monosulphate was detected. This is expected, as OPC-MK systems contain sulphates in the form
of gypsum, anhydrite and hemihydrite (Table 3-7). Thus, although previous estimates given by
Wild et al. [67] of volume reduction from MK hydration are instructive, their direct applicability
to sulphated OPC-MK systems might be limited. Moreover, reliable estimates of this volume
reduction is a necessary step to obtain a normalized shrinkage coefficient and can potentially offer
an additional check on the experimentally determined shrinkage coefficients.
Theoretical shrinkage coefficients, obtained from the hydration reactions of MK in the
presence of sulphates, are likely more reliable for comparison with the measured chemical
shrinkage in OPC-MK systems. Based on reasonable assumptions on the stoichiometry of C-S-H,
(C1.75SH4), the presence of sulphates in the form of gypsum (Table 3-7), and assuming the
formation of monosulphate as the AFm phase (confirmed by XRD), Equation 2-11 can be modified
to reflect the hydration of MK in the presence of CH, sulphates and water, and includes gypsum
(CXM,·2H) in place of anhydrous calcium sulfate (CXM,) in the reactants as shown in Equation 36:
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𝐴𝑆2 + 6.5𝐶𝐻 + 𝐶𝑆̅𝐻2 + 11.5𝐻 → 2𝐶1.75 𝑆𝐻4 + 𝐶4 𝐴𝑆̅𝐻12

Equation 3-6

Following the same approach, [70], Equation 2-10 can be rearranged to ensure mass
balance and re-expressed as Equation 3-7:
𝐴𝑆2 + 3.75𝐶𝐻 + 8.25𝐻 → 𝐶1.75 𝑆𝐻4 + 𝐶2 𝐴𝑆𝐻8

Equation 3-7

Considering the reduction in volume as the difference in the volume of products and
reactants (Table 3-16), the chemical shrinkage coefficient for MK was calculated according to
Equation 3-8:
.
𝐶𝑆𝑀𝐾 =

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐 − 𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑜
𝑀𝑀𝐾

where,
CSMK= calculated normalized chemical shrinkage coefficient for MK (ml/g MK)
Vpro = volume of products (ml)
Vreac = volume of reactants (ml)
MMK = mass of MK (g)
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Equation 3-8

Table 3-16: Volume computation and normalized shrinkage coefficients for MK reaction from
Equation 3-6 and Equation 3-7
Volume (ml)
Equation 3-6
AS2
2.22
100.05
CH
2.24
115.77
̅
2.31
74.53
CSH2
H
1
108.09
∑Volume of Reactants
596.76
̅
309.69
C4ASH12
1.99
C1.75SH4
2.10
219.30
C2ASH8
1.97
∑Volume of Products
528.99
∑Volume Reduction
67.77
*CSMK (ml per g MK)
0.305
* Normalized Shrinkage Coefficient

Component

Density (g/ml)

Volume (ml)
Equation 3-7
100.05
231.54
162.14
372.72
0
109.65
215.62
325.27
47.45
0.214

The results depicted in Table 3-16, indicate that Equation 3-6 predicts a closer value to the
experimentally measured shrinkage coefficient than Equation 3-7. This emphasizes the
significance of accurately determining the hydration products of a given system to appropriately
determine the theoretical shrinkage coefficients in cementitious systems.
Thermodynamic modelling using GEMS (Gibbs Energy Minimization Software) was
conducted to evaluate the hydrate assemblages of the 3 systems studied here: CNTRL, 10MK and
20MK. Since GEMS predicts phase assemblage based on complete hydration of all reactants [116],
the input parameters were scaled according to the degree of reaction determined from XRD in
Table 3-14. The results of the GEMS analysis are shown in Table 3-17 and Figure 3-13.The
differences in volume reduction between the CNTRL and MK systems (10MK and 20MK) are
further magnified with a shrinkage of 6.06 ml/100g cementitious predicted for the former (a
decreases of about 0.75 ml/100g cementitious from the measured value). GEMS predicted a total
shrinkage for 10MK and 20MK systems of 7.66 and 8.27 ml/100 g cementitious, respectively.
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Using the cumulative shrinkage coefficient predicted from GEMS, together with Equation 3-4 and
Equation 3-5, the determined MK chemical shrinkage coefficients for 10MK and 20MK were
similar and slightly lower than the experimentally measured values by about 2 ml/100g MK. The
results therefore indicate that the MK shrinkage coefficient determined from experimental
measurements or GEMS analysis yields a consistent value of about 28 and 26 ml/100g MK,
respectively.
Table 3-17: Comparison between measured and predicted shrinkage for the 3 systems

System

Measured
Shrinkage (ml/100g
cementitious)

CNTRL
10MK
20MK

6.812
7.795
8.512

Predicted Shrinkage using
GEMS
(ml/100g cementitious)
6.06
7.66
8.27

90

Chemical shrinkage

80

Volume/100g of cementitious (cc)

Estimated Shrinkage
Coefficient for MK
based on GEMS
(ml/100g MK)
26.36
26.01
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Figure 3-13: Phase assemblage for systems modelled in GEMS
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3.2.3 Conclusions
Internal curing using pre-wetted lightweight aggregate was implemented for MK-blended
concrete and the temperature rise and restrained stress development were measured using semiadiabatic calorimetry and a rigid cracking frame, respectively. Incorporation of pre-wetted
lightweight aggregates in MK blended concrete was found to decrease the magnitude of the
induced tensile stresses. In addition to a lower tensile stress development during thermal cooling,
a lower cracking potential for MK blended concrete was noted with pre-wetted lightweight
aggregate (10MK-LWA) use. The stress-to-splitting-tensile strength ratio at 48 hrs was 40% lower
relative to the mixture without LWA. Additionally, the cracking temperature was lower by about
7.5C, relative to the mixture without the pre-wetted LWA.
Chemical shrinkage using dilatometry was conducted to verify the validity of the assumed
shrinkage coefficients. This parameter is a required input for LWA proportioning of internally
cured concrete mixtures. Compared to an assumed coefficient of 20 ml/100g MK used for
proportioning LWA, a shrinkage coefficient of approximately 28 ml/100g MK was determined
experimentally for pastes hydrated at 23C for OPC-MK systems at 10 and 20% mass replacement
levels. This value was determined assuming a mass weighted average dependence for the
cumulative measured shrinkage and accounting for the degree of hydration of OPC and MK
fractions as determined by the Iterative Rietveld PONKS analysis. The measured shrinkage values
appear to be reasonable based on the expected volume changes in these systems and known
stoichiometries of the pozzolanic reaction between metakaolin and OPC.
The hydration products predicted by GEMS were a combination of C-S-H, AFm phases
and aluminate hydrates such as stratlingite and siliceous hydrogarnet. Phase assemblages of
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equivalent systems modelled using GEMS predicted a shrinkage coefficient which was slightly
lower (26 ml/100g MK) than the measured value.
3.3

Influence of Slag Chemistry on Cracking Potential3

3.3.1 Material and Methods
Two ordinary portland cements (OPC) designated as Cement A and Cement B and five
slag cements labeled S1-S5 were selected for this study. The cements were selected based on their
mill certificates to have similar C3S, equivalent-alkali (Na2Oeq) contents, and similar Blaine
fineness, but variable C3A content. C3A was selected as a variable in this study because ASTM
C989 [84] states that durability performance of slag may be affected by the C3A content of cement
in addition to Al2O3 content of slag. Slags were selected based on their Al2O3 content, which
ranged from approximately 8% to 16%. Chemical oxide composition of cements and slags was
determined using x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) in accordance with ASTM C114 [117]
as shown in Table 3-18.
Mineralogical composition of the as-received cements and slags was determined using xray diffraction (XRD), which was performed using a Phillips X’Pert PW3040 Pro diffractometer
equipped with an X’Celerator Scientific detector and a Cu-Kα x-ray source. Tension and current
were set to 45 kV and 40 mA respectively; and 5 mm divergence and anti-scatter slits were used
in the automatic mode. Scans were collected for the 7-70˚ 2θ angular range, and samples were
rotated at 30 rpm during data collection to improve counting statistics [118]. Phase quantification
was performed using the Rietveld refinement functionality of the Panalytical HighScore Plus 4.5

3

This section is reproduced verbatim from the publication: “A. Markandeya, N. Shanahan, D. Mapa, K. A. Riding,
and A. Zayed, “Influence of slag composition on cracking potential of slag-portland cement concrete,” Constr.
Build. Mater., vol. 164, pp. 820–829, 2018.” The permission statement from Elsevier is given in the Appendix
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software (Table 3-19). Corundum (Standard Reference Material 676a) obtained from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology was used as an external standard to calculate the amorphous
content of the as-received cements and slags [119]–[122]. Mass absorption coefficient (MAC)
values for cements and slags were calculated based on their respective chemical oxide
compositions, with any loss on ignition attributed to CO2.
Table 3-18: Chemical oxide composition of cements and slags

Analyte
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
Total SO3
S as sulfide (slag)
SO3 as sulfate (slag)
Na2O
K2O
TiO2
P2O5
Mn2O3
SrO
Cr2O3
ZnO
BaO
L.O.I(950˚C)
Total
Na2Oeq

Cements
A
B
21.20
20.1
5.15
5.6
3.61
2.0
63.91
64.4
0.70
0.9
2.59
3.6
----0.14
0.08
0.31
0.47
0.29
0.18
0.15
0.33
0.03
0.03
0.06
0.07
0.02
0.01
0.06
0.03
--1.66
1.8
99.89
99.56
0.35
0.39

S1
38.59
8.09
0.51
38.11
10.83
2.21
0.89
-0.02
0.3
0.38
0.37
<0.01
0.59
0.05
<0.01
<0.01
0.03
1.15
99.89
0.55

S2
35.67
10.82
0.54
41.93
7.9
1.91
0.68
0.22
0.2
0.37
0.59
<0.01
0.25
0.08
<0.01
<0.01
0.08
-0.48
99.85
0.44

Slags
S3
35.44
14.25
0.45
41.06
5.25
1.99
0.67
0.31
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.01
0.22
0.05
<0.01
<0.01
1.06
0.05
99.84
0.4

S4
32.86
16.29
0.36
37.98
8.88
2.61
0.952
0.23
0.37
0.44
1.21
<0.01
0.25
0.1
<0.01
<0.01
0.08
-1.03
100.41
0.66

S5
38.61
7.73
0.58
39.52
10.40
2.25
0.946
-0.12
0.33
0.26
0.36
<0.01
0.63
0.05
<0.01
<0.01
0.04
-0.72
100.04
0.51

Blaine fineness of cements was measured following ASTM C204 [123]. Arvaniti et al.
[124] [125] stated that the Blaine test is less reliable when applied to supplementary cementitious
materials; therefore, particle size distributions (PSD) of all cements and slags were determined as
well. PSD was measured with using LA-950 laser scattering particle size analyzer manufactured
by HORIBA Instruments using the wet method with ethanol as a dispersant. Slag S4 was ground
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using the Micronizer jet mill manufactured by Sturtevant to a mean particle size (MPS) of
approximately 5 μm to examine the effect of fineness. Physical properties of cements and slags
are listed in Table 3-20.
Table 3-19: Mineralogical composition of cements and slags using XRD Rietveld analysis
Phase
C3 S
C2 S
C3 A
Ferrite
Gypsum
Hemihydrate
Anhydrite
Calcite
Portlandite
Syngenite
Quartz
Aphthitalite
Amorphous/
unidentified

Cements
A
B
48.1
54.0
23.1
17.3
5.5
8.4
9.9
5.6
2.6
4.3
1.5
1.2
0.7
0.1
-

1.4
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.1
0.2

7.2

7.8

Phase
Calcite
Melilite
Merwinite
Quartz
Gypsum
Amorphous/
unidentified

S1
0.7
0.5
-

S2
0.3
0.2
0.7
-

Slags
S3
0.6
0.5
1.5
0.4

S4
0.3
0.7
-

S5
0.4
0.2
0.8
---

98.9

98.8

97.0

99.0

98.6

Table 3-20: Physical properties of cements and slags
Physical Property
D10 (µm)
D50 (µm)
D90 (µm)
Mean size (MPS)
(µm)
Blaine Fineness
(m²/kg)

Cements
A
B
2.00
2.73
10
11.46
24.96 27.56

Slags
S1
1.04
7.80
18.81

S2
0.77
7.34
16.94

S3
1.49
9.88
22.29

S4
1.57
10.04
23.68

S4G
0.30
3.77
11.22

S5
1.17
6.98
16.10

12.26

13.81

9.16

8.36

11.15

11.80

4.83

8.03

485

474
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Isothermal calorimetry was performed at 30˚C following ASTM C1702, Method A,
internal mixing [126]. Since Wu et al. [72] reported that slag reaction contributes to early-age heat
flow at temperatures of 27°C and above and since concrete mixes, in this study, were heated and
concrete was placed into the RCF at the temperature of approximately 30˚C, this temperature was
selected for isothermal calorimetry measurements. Additionally, a concrete temperature of 30˚C
is quite typical for summer placements. A TAM Air isothermal calorimeter manufactured by TA
Instruments was used to measure the heat flow and the total heat of the OPC-slag pastes for 7days
Control and slag concrete mixtures were prepared at a constant water-to-binder (w/b) ratio
of 0.385 by mass and a total cementitious content of 395 kg/m3. In the blended mixes, slag content
was fixed at 60% replacement level on a mass basis (Table 3-21). Due to the limited quantities of
slag S5, it was only tested in combination with Cement A. Plain cement mixes were also prepared
with each cement and were designated as Control A and Control B. The dosage of high-range
water-reducing admixture (HRWR) was varied to maintain adequate workability. A dosage of 196
ml/100 kg of cementitious material was used in mixes 60S1-A, 60S4-A, 60S5-A and 60S4-B.
Mixes 60S2-A, 60S3-A, 60S1-B and 60S3-B contained 280 ml/100 kg of HRWR, while 365
ml/100 kg of HRWR was used in mix 60S2-B due to the higher slag fineness. In order to maintain
a constant w/b ratio, mixing water was adjusted to account for the water contributed by the HRWR.
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Table 3-21: Mixture designs per 1 m3
Material
Cement (kg)
Slag (kg)
Coarse Aggregate #57 limestone
(SSD) (kg)
Fine Aggregate (SSD) (kg)
HRWR (ml/100 kg)
AEA (ml/100 kg)
w/b

Control A
395
0

Control B
395
0

Slag mixes
158
237

1047
696
196
6.5
0.385

1047
696
365
6.5
0.385

1047
696
196 / 280 / 365
6.5
0.385

Concrete mixes were prepared in the laboratory following ASTM C192 [127]. To simulate
fresh concrete temperatures in the field, mixing water and aggregates were preheated prior to
mixing. For semi-adiabatic calorimetry, which was performed following the guidelines provided
by RILEM [128], a 150 mm x 300 mm fresh concrete cylinder was placed inside the calorimeter
immediately after mixing. The concrete temperature at the beginning of the test was approximately
34.5˚C. Semi-adiabatic calorimetry was used to generate concrete temperature profiles for each
mix that were then imposed in the rigid cracking frame (RCF). The use of semi-adiabatic profiles
is also favored as the effect of temperature on autogenous shrinkage is found to be not follow
maturity law [12].
3.3.2 Results
The measured concrete temperature at the start of data collection in the RCF was
approximately 31°C due to the longer placement time required. Prior to starting the test, the RCF
was heated by circulating water at 45°C through the pipes for approximately 1 h before placing the
concrete in the form. After the start of data collection, concrete temperature was in step with the
imposed temperature profile typically within 30-45 minutes. The longer induction period observed
for the slag mixtures was also helpful in ensuring that the concrete in the RCF was able to reach
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the imposed temperature profile within a short period. Temperature profiles imposed in the RCF
were those recorded in the semi-adiabatic calorimeter for each mix during the first 96 h, after
which time artificial cooling was imposed at the rate of 1˚C/h to induce cracking.
To assess mechanical properties development, 100 mm x 200 mm concrete cylinders were
match-cured to the semi-adiabatic temperature profile for Cement A slag mixes with slags S1-S4.
Their elastic modulus and tensile splitting strength were determined in accordance with ASTM
C496 and C469, respectively, at the ages of 1 d, 3 d, 4 d and at the time of cracking. Two cylinders
were tested at each age, and their average value is reported here. Mechanical properties of 60S4GA and 60S5-A were not tested due to limited available quantities of these slags.
Temperature profiles imposed in the cracking frame, based on the temperature of each
mixture recorded in the semi-adiabatic calorimeter, are shown in Figure 3-14 (a) and Figure 3-15
(a). In general, incorporation of slag significantly reduced the maximum concrete temperature
compared to the control as well as the rate of initial temperature increase. However, the maximum
temperature for the slag mixes varied from approximately 46˚C to 51˚C for the Cement A concretes
and from 46 ˚C to 53˚C for the Cement B series. Although these differences between slag
maximum temperatures may appear small, they are expected to be more exaggerated in mass
concrete elements, where concrete in the center is better insulated than inside the semi-adiabatic
calorimeter and can approach adiabatic conditions.
Wei and Hansen [129] suggested that improvement of early-age cracking potential with
the use of slag is due to reduction of cement content; however, the variability in the temperature
profiles of the slag mixes as shown in Figure 3-14 (a) and Figure 3-15 (a)indicates that slags are
reacting at these early ages and contributing to the concrete temperature rise, and that their
reactivity is likely different from one slag to another.
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Figure 3-14: a) Temperature profile and b) stress development in the RCF for Cement A
concretes
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Figure 3-15: a) Temperature profile and b) stress development in the RCF for Cement B
concretes
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Stress development in the RCF is largely affected by the imposed temperature profile,
although Wei and Hansen [129] reported a large contribution of autogenous shrinkage to stress
development in mixes with high slag content. Stress development profiles displayed in Figure
3-14 (b) and Figure 3-15 (b) show that while imposed temperature has a clear effect on stress
development, thermal effects alone cannot explain the behavior of all the slag mixes.
The S1 and S5 mixes showed the largest reductions in tensile stress development in
comparison to the controls, which corresponds to their lower maximum temperatures and lower
rate of subsequent cooling during the first 96 h. These two slags had the lowest Al2O3 content
(8%), and their chemical oxide composition was very similar. It is interesting to note that a
decrease in mean particle size (MPS) from 9 µm for S1 to 8 µm for S5 did not appear to have a
significant effect on temperature or stress development. The effect of particle size was only
observed in the cracking temperature. The first microcrack for the 60S5-A mixture was observed
at 114 h at a corresponding temperature of 13.5˚C, while for 60S1-A cracking time and temperature
were 117 h and 10.5˚C, respectively. Lower cracking temperature indicates a lower cracking
potential of the mixture [30].
Temperature and stress development of 60S2-A and 60S4-A were also very similar.
However, S2 and S4 differed in their Al2O3 content and the difference in their MPS was higher
than that for the S1 and S5 slags. It appears that that increase in MPS from 8.4 μm to 11.8 μm had
a similar effect on temperature and stress development as an increase in Al 2O3 content from 11%
to 16%.
The effect of fineness was further studied by comparing temperature and stress profiles of
S4 and S4G where the difference in MPS was significantly higher (7 µm) compared to the 1 µm
difference in the MPS of S1 and S5. In this case, increase in fineness affected both the temperature
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and stress development, as can be seen in Figure 3-14 a. In terms of cracking indices (Table 3-22),
the greatest effect again was observed on Tcr. An increase in fineness is expected to result in
increased autogenous shrinkage, which Wei and Hansen [129] identified as the main reason for
early-age cracking in slag mixtures. It is likely that increased autogenous shrinkage could have
contributed to the increase in the Tcr with decreasing MPS.
Table 3-22: RCF cracking indices
Mix
Control A
60S1-A
60S2-A
60S3-A
60S4-A
60S4G-A
60S5-A
Control B
60S1-B
60S2-B
60S3-B
60S4-B

2nd Zero Stress
Time (h)
Temperature (°C)
33.7
49.6
64.4
35.9
51.9
41.3
42.0
43.4
53.0
41.6
46.3
44.7
61.8
36.1
28.5
55.9
53.7
38.3
45.8
43.7
37.1
44.6
40.9
46.4

Time (h)
105.6
117.1
112.1
110.1
113.4
106.6
114.0
103.4
119.4
107.8
111.8
108.4

Cracking
Temperature (°C)
21.6
10.5
15.8
16.5
15.0
21.6
13.5
24.6
7.9
18.9
17.7
19.1

Although 60S3-A mix did not have the highest temperature profile, it showed the highest
tensile stress development throughout the testing period. The main difference between S3 and the
other slags used in this study, apart from its second highest Al2O3 content, was its low MgO
content.
Mechanical property testing revealed cement replacement with slag resulted in lower
elastic moduli of the slag mixes at 1 d, excluding 60S3-A, compared to Control A. The elastic
modulus of 60S3-A was notably higher at 1 d, which indicates that this mixture would be expected
to have lower creep at this age. While lower modulus and increased creep are beneficial in reducing
concrete stresses, all the slag mixes were still experiencing compressive stresses at 24 h, which are
beneficial in reducing subsequent tensile stress development. After 1 d, the use of slag did not
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have a significant effect on the elastic modulus. While there is no agreement on the effect of slag
on elastic modulus in the current literature, most studies report either no effect or a decrease at
early ages [77], [130]–[133], which is in line with the results of this study. Tensile strength of the
slag mixes was also lower compared to Control A (Figure 3-17), but it did not have a negative
effect on cracking resistance as the slag mixes were still in the pre-compression stage. After 1 d,
tensile strengths of all the mixes were similar.
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Figure 3-16: Elastic modulus for concrete mixtures
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Figure 3-17: Splitting tensile strength for concrete mixtures
In the Cement B series, a larger difference was observed in the stress development of slag
mixes. Unlike with Cement A, stress development in S2 and S4 mixes was not the same despite
similar temperature profiles – 60S4-B concrete had higher stresses until cooling was induced at 96
h. Despite this, the cracking temperatures for 60S2-B and 60S4-B were very similar, which
probably indicates a higher tensile strength of 60S4-B although mechanical properties for the
Cement B concretes were not determined.
Restrained shrinkage cracking can be caused by thermal volume changes as well as
autogenous shrinkage. Two mixtures, 60S1-A and 60S3-A, exhibiting the lowest and the highest
RCF stress development respectively in the Cement A series were selected for additional testing
in the FSF. 60S3-A had a higher rate of expansion of compared to 60S1-A, which was attributed
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to the higher temperature rise of this mix. Under restrained conditions, the higher expansion of
60S3-A corresponded to a slightly higher initial pre-compression. Although it is difficult to
separate thermal dilation and autogenous shrinkage under variable temperature conditions,
deformation of the mixes can be compared after 42 hours when the temperature profiles for 60S1A and 60S3-A become very similar. After 42 hours, the rate of shrinkage for 60S3-A was
significantly higher which indicates a higher autogenous shrinkage. This explains the higher stress
development of the 60S3-A mix during the cooling phase as determined by the RCF (Figure 3-14b).
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Figure 3-18: a) Temperature profile and b) strain development in the FSF for Control A, 60S1-A
and 60S3-A concretes
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Figure 3-18 (Continued)
Autogenous shrinkage is typically attributed to the capillary tension reulting from the drop
in internal relative humidity (RH) of concrete due to self-dessication [134]–[138]. Several studies
reported a correlation between autogenous shrinkage and the volume of pores in the 5-50 nm
diameter range [86, 87]. To evaluate the potential contribution of autogenous shrinkage to stress
development, porosity of 60S1-A and 60S3-A pastes was evaluated at 42 and 96 hours (Figure
3-19 (a) and (b). These times were selected to reflect the similar temperature profile interval
considered in Figure 3-14 (a). 60S3-A had a higher volume of fine pores at both ages, although
the difference between the two mixtures was more pronounced at 96 hours. The pore refinement
of the 60S3-A mix shows that this mix is expected to have higher autogenous shrinkage, as was
concluded from the FSF results. Higher autogenous shrinkage would also contribute to increased
stress development observed for 60S3-A in the RCF.
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Figure 3-19: Pore size distribution of 60S1-A and 60S3-A pastes at a) 42 hours and b) 96 hours
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Temperature rise, autogenous shrinkage, mechanical properties development and
consequently stress development are related to the reactivity of a cementitious system. Reactivity
of S1-S4 slags was assessed with Cement A through isothermal calorimetry (Figure 3-20 and
Figure 3-21). It was observed that, similar to the findings of Whittaker [139] and Wu et al. [72],
the magnitude of the aluminate peak increased with increasing Al2O3 content, although S3
significantly accelerated the hydration of the 60S3-A system as evident from Figure 7. 60S3-A
also had the highest heat evolution during the first 12 h (Figure 3-20). This was attributed to its
low MgO content compared to other slags and a relatively high Al2O3 content. This is consistent
with the results of Ben Haha et al. [140] who reported the highest cumulative heat for a slag with
lowest MgO content (at the same Al2O3 content) during the first 2 d. Afterwards a cross-over was
observed, with higher MgO slags (11% and 13%) generating higher heat up to 150 h. A crossover was observed for S3 as well, except it occurred at 1 d. High early-age reactivity of S3 explains
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its higher stress generation in the RCF.
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Figure 3-20: Heat flow at 30˚C for cement-slag paste
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3.3.3 Cracking Indices
Based on semi-adiabatic temperature profile, RCF and isothermal calorimetry testing the
MgO and Al2O3 content of slag have an important effect on stress development and cracking
potential. While MgO or Al2O3 content alone did not correlate well with RCF cracking indices
listed in Table 3-22, an increasing MgO/Al2O3 ratio appears to decrease the second zero-stress
temperature. A decrease in T2nd zero stress indicates a lower probability of cracking since any decrease
in temperature below the T2nd zero stress results in tensile stress development. A linear relationship
was also observed between the MgO/Al2O3 ratio and time of T2nd zero stress as well as tensile stress
at 96 hours (Figure 3-22 and Figure 3-23). An increasing MgO/Al2O3 ratio increased the time to
T2nd

zero stress

and decreased tensile stresses at initiation of cooling. The relationship between
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MgO/Al2O3 ratio had a low R2 value when the ground S4G slag was included for Cement A;
however, plotting cracking temperatures only for the as-received slags improved the coefficient of
determination (Figure 3-25 (b)). Since the MPS of S4G was significantly lower than that of
commercially available slags, the 60S4G-A mixture may have experienced significantly higher
autogenous shrinkage compared to the other slag mixes, which could explain the low coefficient
of determination in (Figure 3-25 (a)). Additionally, the findings indicate that further research is
needed to determine the relationship between MPS of slags outside the range of this investigation
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Figure 3-22: Second zero stress temperature a) Cement A and b) Cement B mixes with slag
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3.3.4 Conclusions
In this study, combinations of two cements with variable C3A content and 5 slags with
variable Al2O3 and MgO contents and variable fineness were evaluated in terms of their early-age
cracking potential. In all cases, results of semi-adiabatic calorimetry, rigid cracking frame, free
shrinkage frame testing showed that 60% cement replacement with slag reduced concrete
temperature rise and improved cracking resistance compared to the plain concrete mixtures.
However, the cracking potential of the slag mixtures, as assessed by their RCF cracking indices,
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varied widely depending on the chemical composition of slag and its fineness. For slags with
similar CaO/SiO2 ratios, a linear relationship was observed between RCF indices and
MgO/Al2O3 ratio. Increasing MgO/Al2O3 ratio decreased the second zero stress temperature,
which indicates an improvement of the early-age cracking potential. A relationship between
MgO/Al2O3 ratio and cracking temperature was observed as well, although the cracking
temperature also appears to be influenced by slag fineness. A decrease in the MgO/Al2O3 ratio of
the slag increased early-age reactivity as indicated by total heat evolution. The trends observed
from isothermal calorimetry measurements were in line with those observed in the cracking frame.
The MgO/Al2O3 ratio appears to be an important parameter in determining concrete temperature
rise and stress development and should be considered when selecting slags for mass concrete
applications.
3.4 Framework for Relating Influence of Slag Characteristics on Heat Development in
OPC-Slag Mixtures
While sections 3.3.1-3.3.4, clearly demonstrate the influence of slag characteristics on
cracking potential and temperature rise at equal replacement levels, the following can be observed
based on semi-adiabatic calorimetry conducted in Section 3.3:


The temperature sensitivity of each OPC-slag system studied here is distinctive and is
function of the physical and chemical characteristics of the slag.



The use of a single value for slag ultimate heat of hydration (461 J/g) is likely
insufficient and not representative of the full range of slags currently used across the
world. It might be dependent on the slag characteristics even at isothermal
temperatures. This has been demonstrated using a combination of isothermal
calorimetry and SEM-EDX analysis by Kocaba et al. [141], where two slags with
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variable alumina content were found to have different heat release and degrees of
hydration values at 28 days. However, a dependence on the slag chemical composition
was not established.


Hydration models using the FHP (Friebelsen-Hansen Pedersen) 3-parameter
expression for predicting heat development that attempt to incorporate the effect of slag
on heat development under non-isothermal conditions, hitherto, was restricted to a
narrow range of slag compositions.

The next section (3.4.1) reports the results obtained from isolating slag heat release by
isothermal calorimetry using a methodology described in Kocaba et al. [142]. The total heat release
at 28 days combined with the degree of hydration of slag determined by QXRD, Stetsko et al.
[113], were used to determine the ultimate heat release for the 4 slags tested previously in Section
3.3.
3.4.1 Estimating Ultimate Heat of Hydration of Slag Using Isothermal Calorimetry and
Quantitative XRD
The methodology used to isolate the slag contribution from the hydration of OPC-slag
systems, as given in Kocaba et al. [142], was implemented for 4 OPC-slag systems using
isothermal calorimetry at 23°C. The mixture design for isothermal calorimetry for the cementquartz filler systems tested is shown in Figure 3-27 and Figure 3-28 . The basis for formulating the
OPC-quartz filler systems is as follows [143]:
1. Ensure same w/s (water to solids) volume ratio as the equivalent OPC-slag system
2. Ensure same w/c volume ratio as the equivalent OPC-slag system
Effectively, an equivalent volume of filler material replaces the slag in the OPC-filler
system, whilst maintaining the same w/s volume ratio as the equivalent OPC-slag systems, as
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shown in Figure 3-26 and Table 3-23. The mixtures with filler material are labelled with the letter
“Q”.
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Figure 3-26: Volume fractions for OPC-slag and OPC-filler mixtures

Table 3-23: Mix design for OPC-slag and OPC-filler systems (per 1000 cm3)
Mix
60S1-A
60QS1-A*
60S2-A
60QS2-A
60S4-A
60QS4-A

Cement
(g)
554.75
554.33
555.31
555.55
556.42
553.80

Slag
(g)
832.13
832.97
834.63
-

Filler
(g)
768.66
767.19
764.77

Water
(g)
533.9
534.0
534.5
534.1
535.6
535.6

w/s mass ratio

w/s volume ratio

0.385
0.404
0.385
0.404
0.385
0.406

1.146
1.146
1.148
1.147
1.153
1.153

*Q indicates system with filler
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Mathematically, the total heat release at any time “t” in the OPC-slag system is given by
Equation 3-9:
𝐻𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ℎ𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔∙ 𝑀𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔 + ℎ𝑐𝑒𝑚∙ 𝑀𝑐𝑒𝑚

Equation 3-9

where,
𝐻𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = total heat released by the OPC-slag system, J or cal
𝑀𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔 = mass of slag, g
𝑀𝑐𝑒𝑚 = mass of cement, g
ℎ𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔 = normalized heat release associated with slag, J/g slag
ℎ𝑐𝑒𝑚 = normalized heat release of cement, J/g cement
In OPC-slag systems, hcem is expected to be different than that observed in plain OPC paste
systems. It can be estimated by measuring the heat release of a system where an equivalent volume
of slag (or other SCM) is replaced with an inert filler material of similar particle size distribution.
This approach accounts for the effect of the enhanced nucleation and the higher effective w/c ratio
present in systems with SCMs. Thus, 2 series of tests are necessary for the determination of slag
heat of hydration; namely, the heat release from OPC-slag mixtures and the heat release from OPCfiller system. The results for these systems are plotted in Figure 3-27 and Figure 3-28.
If Equation 3-9 is divided by the mass of cement, we get a relationship given by Equation
3-10 and shown in Figure 3-29:
ℎ𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔 ∙ 𝑀𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔
𝐻𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
=
+ ℎ𝑐𝑒𝑚
𝑀𝑐𝑒𝑚
𝑀𝑐𝑒𝑚
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Equation 3-10

The difference between the heat release of OPC-slag system and the OPC-filler system
represents the contribution of the slag component normalized by the mass of cement (Figure 3-
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Figure 3-27: Heat release of OPC-slag systems
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Figure 3-28: Heat release of OPC-filler systems
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Figure 3-29: Method to isolate slag contribution to heat release in OPC-slag systems
(Adapted from [142])
To isolate the heat released by slag in J/g slag, Equation 3-10 can be modified to Equation
3-11:

𝐻𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑀𝑐𝑒𝑚
ℎ𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔 = (
− ℎ𝑐𝑒𝑚 ) ∙ (
)
𝑀𝑐𝑒𝑚
𝑀𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔

Equation 3-11

Equation 3-11 was used to obtain the contribution of slag heat release in terms of the mass
of slag, as shown in Figure 3-30. Based on this methodology, the slag contribution to the heat
release in the blended paste systems of 60S1-A, 60S2-A and 60S4-A was estimated.
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Figure 3-30: Slag contribution (in J/g slag) corresponding to Figure 3-29 and Equation 3-11
Using the slag degree of hydration determined through QXRD, the ultimate heat of
hydration of slag, was determined using Equation 3-12 as shown in Table 3-24. The ultimate heat
of hydration of slags was determined based on calorimetry measurements collected for 7 and 28
days and using the corresponding degree of hydration.
ℎ𝑢,𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔 =

ℎ𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔
𝛼𝑡

Equation 3-12

where,
ℎ𝑢,𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔 = ultimate heat release of slag (J/g slag)
ℎ𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑔 = 28-day heat release of slag (J/g slag)
αt = degree of hydration of slag at 7 or 28-days
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Figure 3-31: Slag contribution to heat of hydration in OPC-slag systems
Preliminary results show an increase in the slag ultimate heat of hydration with increasing
the slag alumina content. This relationship is presented in Figure 3-32 for 7 and 28 days of
hydration. Repeat testing for these systems is currently being conducted for the slag systems
(60S1-A through 60S4-A) to confirm the observed trends.
Table 3-24: Estimate for ultimate heat of hydration for slags
Slag

DOH at 28
Days

S1

0.41

Average Hslag
at 28 days
(J/g Slag)
208.93

S2

0.43

S4

0.43

0.251

Average Hslag
at 7 days
(J/g Slag)
121.30

Estimated Hu
for Slag
(J/g Slag
483.27

493.88

0.283

148.42

524.43

577.944

0.288

169.42

589.02

Estimated Hu for Slag
(J/g Slag)

DOH at 7 Days

507.791

209.09
247.48
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Figure 3-32: Ultimate heat of hydration for slag versus slag alumina content
3.5

Effect of Slag Materials Characteristics on Concrete Durability
Early-age cracking and high concrete permeability reduce reinforced concrete durability

by increasing chloride ion penetration rates. Structural elements such as bridge piers and footings
located in marine areas or bridge decks subjected to seasonal buildup of deicing salts pose special
durability challenges. The use of mixtures with low w/cm ratio and supplementary cementitious
materials (SCMs) improves concrete durability through pore-size refinement [9]. While
countermeasures and better characterization parameters against early-age cracking tendencies due
to the use of SCM-blended mixtures at relatively low w/b ratios were investigated in the preceding
sections 3.2 and 3.3, insight into long-term durability of these mixtures is also sought, since these
mixtures are expected to be used in marine structures. The focus of this part of the research is to
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assess the effect of materials characteristics of GGBFS [1], typically used as a supplementary
cementitious material (SCM), on the resistance of blended concrete to chloride ingress.
The protection of reinforcing steel in concrete, exposed to seawater or de-icing salts, relies
on the presence of a passive film of iron oxide formed at the surface of reinforcing steel. The oxide
film is stable at high pH environments, such as that provided by hydrated concrete. Concrete pore
solution is highly alkaline with a pH typically in the range 11.5-13.0 [56]. Decreasing the pH of
the pore solution in concrete can result in de-passivation of steel [144]. Chloride ions can initiate
the process of steel de-passivation at a critical chloride ion concentration in concrete. This can
occur if concrete is exposed to sea-water or de-icing salts.
In relatively crack-free concrete, transport of ions mainly occurs through diffusion [56].
The resistance to chloride ion penetration in a concrete element is mainly a function of pore
structure connectivity in the concrete cover-zone and the ability of the concrete to bind chlorides.
A higher binding capacity of the cement paste matrix is expected to reduce the chlorides content
in the pore solution and thus enhance corrosion resistance. Bound chlorides typically exist within
the hydrated cement paste phases: mostly AFm phases, hydrotalcite and C-S-H [145]. The binding
capacity has been found to improve with an increase in the cement factor in plain concrete, due to
a higher C3A content, and with increase in the alumina present in slag-blended systems [80], [146].
In theory, the chloride concentration should represent the free chloride ion concentration.
However, the total chloride content determined using the acid solubility test is typically used to
assess the chloride concentration due to the following reasons:
1. A decrease in pH due to the ingress of a carbonation front can release these bound
chlorides.
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2. The methodologies to determine free chlorides from water solubility tests are less
reliable than using the acid soluble chloride content.
3.5.1 Theoretical Framework
Resistivity measurements of concrete, using a 4-probe setup, is often used as an indirect
test of the concrete’s resistance to chloride penetration [147], as it can give an indication of the
degree of connectivity of the pore network. The test is simple and easy to operate [148]. The
electrical properties such as resistivity can then be related to the concrete microstructure based on
the Nersnt-Einstein law [144]. The flow of ionic species through a porous media, due to a
concentration gradient, can be related to the electrical properties such as conductivity or resistivity
of the media. A conceptual framework borrowed from the study of saturated porous material is
often adopted for concrete [144]. Based on the assumption that the solid phase acts primarily as
an insulator while the interstitial pore fluid is the conductive medium, Equation 3-9 can be used to
relate diffusion, through different phases in the bulk material, to the electrical properties of the
phases of a bulk material such as concrete [144]:

F

 D0
1


 0 De   

Equation 3-13

where,
F = formation factor
De = effective diffusion coefficient of the bulk material (m2/s)
D0 = self-diffusion of the chloride ions in the pore solution (2 X 10-9 m2/s)

ρo = resistivity of the pore solution (Ohm∙m)
ρ = bulk resistivity of the material including the insulating and conducting phases (Ohm∙m)
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ϕ = porosity of the pore network (fraction)
β = connectivity in the pore network (dimensionless)
Because the measured surface resistivity incorporates a contribution from the pore solution
resistivity, one can measure different resistivity values for concrete with similar chloride
diffusivities but having different pore solutions resistivities [144]. Moreover, in cementitious
materials, pore solution conductivity is dependent on the ionic species type and concentration, with
the highest contribution coming from the alkali and hydroxyl ions (Na+, K+ and OH) present in the
pore water [149]. The measured alkali concentration of the pore solution in blended systems,
especially those containing slag, is likely to be lower compared to the equivalent plain cement
system due to a lower fraction of alkalis released and dissolved in the pore solution from the
incorporation of slag [150]. The theoretical pore solution conductivity calculator used in Bentz et
al. (2007) [149] assumes that all alkali ions present in the slag systems are contained in hydrates.
Bentz et al. [149] specifies the following equation to determine pore solution conductivity from
Equation 3-10:

 sol   zi  ci i 

Equation 3-14

where,
σsol = conductivity of the pore solution (S/m)
zi = valence of species “i”
ci = concentration of species “i”(moles/L)
λi = equivalent conductivity of species “i”(S/m)
Since during resistivity measurements, it is the connectivity component of the porous
material that is directly related to the resistance to the diffusion of ions through the medium, it
becomes necessary to define and adopt a parameter that eliminates the influence of the pore
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solution resistivity from the measured surface resistivity. For this purpose, the formation factor is
adopted to describe the degree of discontinuity in a porous medium that can be obtained from the
electrical property testing which can be defined as given in Equation 3-15. The formation factor is
thus normalized for the effect of the pore solution conductivity and only contains information on
the pore network connectivity. A higher formation factor would indicate a less connected
microstructure. The formation factor can be related to the effective diffusion coefficient by
rearranging Equation 3-13 as shown in Equation 3-15:

De 

DO
F

Equation 3-15

Assuming a self-diffusion coefficient of chloride ions at 23°C of 2.03 X 10-9 m2/s [144] ,
an estimate for the effective diffusion coefficient for concrete at 28 days can be obtained as shown
in Equation 3-15 [151]. The diffusion coefficient measured from resistivity is the “effective” or
steady state diffusion coefficient (De) since the electrical measurement is instantaneous and cannot
capture the effect of chloride binding and only provides information on pore connectivity through
the calculated formation factor. The variation in chloride concentration up to the reinforcement
depth for cores obtained from the field exposure or bulk diffusion testing for ponded specimen in
the laboratory studies reflect the combined influence of chloride binding and pore connectivity.
Thus, diffusion coefficients obtained from laboratory tests or those obtained from field cores,
would typically be referred to as the apparent diffusion coefficient (Dapp). When the chloride
binding characteristics of the concrete are known, the relationship between Dapp and De is defined
by Equation 3-16 [151], [152], where the binding capacity can be assessed by the binding isotherm
of the paste fraction determined using the equilibrium methods described in [153].
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Dapp 

De
 Cb 
1  C 



Equation 3-16

where,

Cb
is the binding capacity of the cement paste fraction in concrete.
C
Using Equation 3-17, the diffusion coefficient can be determined [151] and implemented
in service life prediction models for reinforced concrete elements. In the cover-zone (the depth of
concrete extending up to the reinforcement) of saturated concrete that is crack free, the ingress of
chlorides occurs mainly through diffusion of ions, and the variation of chloride concentration with
depth can be described by Fick’s second law of diffusion [56]. The solution to Ficks’ second law,
provides the basis for various models describing chloride diffusion in concrete with time and is
given by Equation 3-17 [144]:



x
C d  C s  1  erf 
 2 Dt



 


Equation 3-17

where,

C d = chloride concentration at depth “d” (kg/m3 of concrete)
C s = surface chloride concentration (kg/m3 of concrete)
x = thickness of concrete cover (m)
D or Dapp = apparent diffusivity (m2/sec or m2/y)
t = time since start of curing (years)
Based on Equation 3-17, a lower apparent diffusion coefficient (the apparent diffusivity
represents the effect of chloride binding, effective diffusion coefficient and connected porosity of
concrete), reflected in lower pore connectivity, is desirable for delaying the time to corrosion
initiation in reinforcement [144].
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3.5.2 Materials and Methods
Three series of tests were conducted on a subset of mixtures tested for early age cracking
tendency in section 3.3. The selected mixtures include slag mixtures containing both high (60S4)
and low alumina (60S1). The testing program conducted includes the following:
1. Surface resistivity using AASHTO TP95-11[154] and determination of formation
factor from an estimated pore solution conductivity using the NIST calculator [149]
2. Apparent diffusivity determined from bulk diffusion test described in ASTM C1556
from acid-soluble chloride and not accounting for chloride binding.
3. Chloride binding determined from equilibrium methods by immersing hydrated paste
specimens in chloride solutions of 4 different concentrations to obtain binding
isotherms.
The experimental matrix for surface resistivity testing consisted of 3 concrete mixes from
those previously tested and described in Section 3.3 for determining the cracking tendency of slag
blended concrete. The following mixture were selected: Control-A, 60S1-A, 60S4-A and 60S7-A.
Thus, the matrix consisted of both a high and low alumina slag mixture in addition to the control
mix. The mixture designs for the concrete mixes used during the study are given in Table 3-25.
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Table 3-25 : Mixture designs used for surface resistivity testing (per m3)
Material
Cement (kg)
Slag (kg)
Coarse Aggregate #57
limestone (SSD) (kg)
Fine Aggregate (SSD) (kg)
HRWR (ml/100 kg)
AEA (ml/100 kg)
w/b

Control A
395
0

Slag 1
(S1)
158
237

Slag 7
(S7)
158
237

1047
696
196
6.5
0.385

1047
696
196
6.5
0.385

1047
696
280
6.5
0.385

Slag 4
(S4)
158
237
1047
696
280
6.5
0.385

Resistivity measurements on 4 × 8 in. concrete cylinders according to AASHTO TP9511[154], were obtained using a 4-electrode instrument, as shown in Figure 3-33 and Figure 3-34.
The instrument consists of two internal points across which potential is measured and two outer
probes through which alternating current is applied [155]. The probes are placed at a predetermined
equal spacing. To obtain resistivity from the measured resistance , Equation 3-18 was used [155]:

 app 

2 aV
I

where,
a =electrode spacing (Figure 3-33), (cm)
V =voltage measured across the two inner points (V)
I =current applied across the outer probes (A)

ρapp = apparent resistivity (Ω.cm)
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Equation 3-18

Figure 3-33: Schematic for 4-probe method to determine surface resistivity (Adapted from [144])
Because Equation 3-18 assumes a semi-infinite space, and concrete cylinders have a finite
volume an additional correction factor is applied to obtain the cell constant [156]. For an electrode
spacing of 1.5 inches (3.81 cm), the value of this correction factor, was determined to be 1.92
[144]. Thus, the corrected resistivity can be obtained using the cell constant or geometric correction
using Equation 3-19.



 app
K

where,
ρ = resistivity of the concrete cylinder (Ω.cm/ KΩ.cm)
K = cell constant or geometric correction factor (Unitless)
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Equation 3-19

Concrete mixing was performed according to ASTM C192. Unlike the mixing procedure
followed for assessing cracking tendency of slag blended concrete, where the materials were
conditioned to be able to obtain a concrete placement temperature between 34-35°C, the materials
were conditioned, mixed, placed and consolidated in 100mm X 200mm cylinders at room
temperature (23°C). Three replicate specimens were cast for each mixture. After placement and
compaction, the cylinders were sealed and placed in a room maintained at 23°C. Before
measurement, the mass of each specimen was recorded.
Lime cured specimens for control and slag mixtures were demolded at 1 and 2 days,
respectively and placed in a lime-saturated bath. Based on AASHTO TP-95 (2011), the markings,
4 in total, were made along the circumference of each cylinder at 90° intervals. Before each
measurement, the saturated lime water-cured cylinders were brought to surface dry condition by
pat drying using a paper towel after which the mass of the cylinder was recorded. Resistance
readings were made at each of the 4 marked locations at every age. The external probes were
wetted with DI water before each measurement. Two stable readings were made at each of these
4 marked locations. An average of 8 readings was taken for every measurement conducted on 3
cylinders. An RM MK II resistivity meter (C.N.S Electronics LTD) shown in Figure 3-34 was used
to measure the resistivity for saturated lime water-cured concrete specimens by establishing direct
contact with the surface of the concrete specimen.
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Figure 3-34: Surface resistivity measurement using 4-probe method and resistivity meter
For preparation of samples intended for bulk diffusion testing and subsequent total (acidsoluble) chloride analysis, three cylinders (100mm X 200mm) per mixture were prepared. The
mixture volume of approximately 0.23 ft3 was hand mixed using a shovel in accordance with
ASTM C192 [127]. The cylinders were de-moulded at 24 hours and placed in a saturated lime
solution and cured for 28 days. After curing, a specimen with a minimum height of 75 mm, from
levelled surface, were sawed from each cylinder according to ASTM C1556 [157] All surfaces,
except the exposed top surface, were coated with epoxy (Sikadur 32) and allowed to cure
overnight. The cylinders were then placed in a saturated lime-water bath until the mass of the
cylinder stabilized to about ±0.05%. This was followed by placement of these cylinders in a
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chloride solution with a concentration of 165g/L of NaCl for 35, 105 and 180 days. Only the 105
day results are reported here. The cylinders were subsequently milled at specified depths. Milling
for powder collection from the slag blended concrete, followed the depth increments
corresponding to the 0.35 w/c column in ASTM C1556 [157]. A depth increment of 1 mm was
used for the slag samples to a depth of 3 mm, 2 mm increments from 3 to 9 mm, and an increment
of 3mm from 9 mm deep to a maximum depth of 16 mm. For the control specimens, the depth
increments for the nearest w/c ratio (0.4) was adopted. 2 mm increments were used from 1 to 7
mm, and 3 mm increments were used from 7 to 16 mm. The last layer for powder grinding the
control mixture extended between a depth of 16 to 20 mm.
Chloride concentrations of the powder material were determined using potentiometric
titration and 0.1N AgNO3. The chloride diffusivity was determined using Equation 3-17. For
determining the chloride binding capacity, the methodology described in Zibara et al. [153] was
adopted. Paste samples corresponding to the slag and control mixtures (Table 3-26) were prepared
using hand mixing in a bowl for 5 minutes. The paste was subsequently placed in 50 ml vials in
two layers with each layer being consolidated using a spatula and tapping the vial on the
countertop; 5 vials were prepared for each mixture. The vials were cured sealed for the first 24
hours while being rotated at 8 rpm to prevent segregation and bleeding. The paste specimens in
the vials were demoulded at 24 hours and placed in a saturated lime solution for 28 days. After 28
days, 7-8 mm slices of paste were cut using a wet saw and were vacuum dried in a dessication
chamber for 4 days at 0.4 bar. The discs were subsequently stored in an 11% RH chamber
maintained using super saturated lithium chloride solution (900 g/L), silica gel (700-900g) and
containing soda lime (40-50 g) to prevent carbonation. After 1 month of conditioning, the paste
slices for each system were taken and placed in NaCl solutions (100ml) of the following 5 target
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chloride concentrations: 0.1M, 0.3M, 0.5M, 1M and 3M. The solutions used were saturated with
calcium hydroxide (3g/L) as specified by Zibara et al. [153]. The concentrations of the host
solutions were measured at 48 days. The concentration of solution was measured by performing
potentiometric titration using 0.1N AgNO3 solution. The bound chloride content was calculated by
using Equation 3-20:

Cb 

35.453 V  (Ci  C f )

Equation 3-20

Wd

where,
Cb = bound-chloride concentration per g of cementitious material (ppm or mg/L)
Ci = initial concentration of the host solution (moles/L)
Cf = equilibrium concentration of the host solution (moles/L)
Wd = dry mass of the sample (g); the dry mass is determined by drying a representative sample of
the paste for 24 hour at 105°C
V= Volume of host Solution (ml)
Binding isotherms were subsequently determined by plotting bound chloride concentration
computed using Equation 3-20, normalized to mass of hydrates by excluding evaporable water
(reported in mg/g hydrates) and free chloride concentration, which is the difference between the
initial host solution concentration and bound chloride (in mol/l).
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Table 3-26: Proportions of paste mixed for chloride binding per 1000 cm3
Material
Cement (g)
Slag (g)
HRWR (ml/100 kg)
AEA (ml/100 kg)
w/b

Control A
1415.65
0
365
6.5
0.385

Slag 1 (S1)
554.33
831.50
190
6.5
0.385

Slag 4 (S4)
553.70
830.54
280
6.5
0.385

3.5.3 Results
Surface resistivity trends for 4 mixtures are shown in Figure 3-35. The plots represent
average values for resistivity measured for 3 specimens. The surface resistivity for both slag
mixtures exceeded that of the control mixture as early as 2 days for 60S4-A and 3.5 days for 60S1A. The 28-day resistivity results for the lime-cured specimens are presented in Table 3-27 along
with the calculated formation factors for all 3 mixtures.
To estimate the formation factor, the conductivity of the pore solution at 28 days was
estimated using the online NIST pore solution conductivity calculator [144]. Knowing the
formation factor, an estimate of the 28-day diffusion coefficient can be obtained from Equation 312. As can be seen in Figure 3-35, the surface resistivity trends for the slag mixture started to
diverge from the plain concrete mixture as early as 1 week. By 28 days, the slag blended mixtures
showed higher surface resistivity and formation factors. Between the slag blended systems, 60S1A appears to clearly perform better than the other two systems. Based on the calculated formation
factors, the mixture incorporating low alumina slag 60S1-A exhibited the highest formation factor
and consequently the lowest calculated diffusion coefficient, likely resulting from a more
disconnected pore system. The surface resistivity results seem to clearly indicate the superior
performance of low alumina slag based on the formation factor at 28 days. The control, expectedly
reported the lowest formation factor at 28 days, emphasizing the benefits of using slag in concrete.
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Figure 3-35: Surface resistivity for 3 mixtures tested
Table 3-27: Calculated formation factor at 28-days for 3 mixtures (lime cured specimens)
Property

Control A

60S1-A

60S4-A

28 days DOH
Pore Solution Conductivity (S/m)
Pore Resistivity (Ohm m)
Surface Resistivity-28 days (Ohm cm)
Scaled Surface Resistivity-28 days (Ohm cm)*
Surface Resistivity-28 days (Ohm m)
Formation Factor-28 Day

0.903
8.47
0.118
3063.44
3369.79
33.694
286

0.600
3.02
0.326
14536.6
15990.26
159.9
490

Estimated Diffusion Coefficient (m2/s)

7.09 x 10-12

4.14 x 10-12

0.600
3.02
0.326
11316.40
12448.04
124.48
382
5.31 x 10-12

The binding isotherms obtained from the equilibrium method after placement in solution
for 48 days, are shown in . At the highest tested Cl concentration, the reduction in binding capacity
for the control sample relative to the slag mixtures is remarkably similar to that observed in Qiao
et al. [158], where a slightly lower slag replacement level (50%) and slightly higher w/c ratio (0.4)
was used to compare slag with control mixtures using the equilibrium method. The slag containing
higher alumina (S4) showed a higher chloride binding capacity at higher total chloride
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concentrations (>0.5M). The ability of systems with higher alumina content is likely associated
with their tendency to form AFm phases, which exhibits a higher binding capacity than C-S-H
[145], [159]. Based on earlier results in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, Slag 1 has lower early age
reactivity; it would therefore be indicated that longer exposure times should be used to assess
chloride binding isotherms in slag blended systems. Thus it is likely that for 48 days immersion,
the binding ability of 60S1-A is underestimated.
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Figure 3-36: Bound chloride versus free chloride content using equilibrium method
3 mixtures were tested using the methodology described in ASTM C1556 to assess chloride
ingress after 105 days of immersion in 165g/L NaCl solution, (Figure 3-37 and Table 3-28). The
results indicate lower apparent diffusion coefficient for the slag mixtures. If results up to layer 2
are excluded, as the first 1-3 mm of the surface will more likely contain more defects or differences
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in homogenous distribution of constituents within and between specimens for different mixtures
[160], the differences between slag and CNTRL mixtures are further magnified. 60S1-A exhibited
superior performance relative to 60S4-A and CNTRL.
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Figure 3-37: Chloride concentration versus depth for 3 mixtures
Table 3-28: Surface chloride concentration and apparent diffusivity
Mix
CNTRL A
60S4-A
60S1-A

Cs (kg/m3)
40.27
39.45
53.87

Dapp (m2/sec)
4.73E-12
2.96E-12
1.52E-12
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Dapp Ratio (w.r.t. CNTRL-A)
1.00
0.63
0.32

3.5.4 Conclusions
Surface resistivity testing was conducted on 100% OPC concrete and slag blended
concrete. Two slags with variable alumina content were tested. The slag mixtures had higher
formation factors at 28 days relative to the plain concrete mixture. This would imply lower pore
connectivity for slag mixtures relative to the control mixture. Based on the calculated formation
factor for the 3 mixtures, the diffusion coefficients at 28 days were obtained. Differences between
low and high- alumina slags were noted for specimens cured in the lime solution with the mixture
containing low alumina slag reporting higher surface resistivity and formation factor at 28 days
than the other two mixtures (60S4, CNTRL).
Slag-blended concrete mixtures performed considerably better as early as 28 days. This
would indicate higher resistance to chloride ions due to a more disconnected pore network. Thus,
higher time to corrosion initiation would be expected with the use of slag-blended mixtures using
the same concrete cover relative to plain concrete mix. This difference in formation factor and
consequently effective diffusion coefficients between the control and slag mixtures is expected to
become further exaggerated with time, as the typical aging exponent, a parameter that determines
the extent of decrease in the diffusion coefficient with time, is higher for concrete incorporating
slags due to the expected long-term pozzolanic reaction occurring in these systems [161]. Further,
the tested slag mixtures exhibited lower early-age cracking potential [1], thus emphasizing the
benefits of using SCMs for producing durable concrete.
Chloride binding capacity of paste systems using the equilibrium method, after 48 days
immersion in NaCl solutions of Cl- concentrations between 0.1 - 3M, indicated higher binding
capacity for slag mixtures, with the higher alumina slag (S4) reporting the higher binding capacity
than the other two samples.
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The total chloride concentrations profiles, obtained according to ASTM C1556 after 105
days of immersion in 165g/L NaCl solution, indicated 60S1-A performed the best among the 3
mixtures tested (60S4-A, 60S1-A and CNTRL-A). However, the 60S1-A mixture reported lower
chloride binding capacity than 60S4-A at 28 days of exposure to chlorides. Testing at longer
exposure times and phase assemblage analysis might be necessary to verify the observed trends.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS
4.1

Summary of Results

4.1.1 Laboratory Assessment of Different Strategies Proposed to Enhance Performance of
High-Early Strength Concrete
The following are the main findings from the laboratory study conducted on modifying
concrete mixture design to enhance performance of high early-strength concrete:
1. Reduction in cement content of 200 lbs/yd3 (119 kg/m3), at the same w/c ratio (0.384)
(Mix 2) and lower w/c ratio (0.34) (Mix 3), reduced cracking tendencies as assessed by
the magnitude of the induced tensile stress in the rigid cracking frame (RCF), lower 2nd
zero stress temperature and lower stress/strength ratio during the critical period of the
first 72-96 hours. This lower stress development can be attributed to a lower
temperature rise and lower autogenous shrinkage for the 0.384 w/c mixture and lower
cumulative shrinkage for the 0.34 w/c mixture.
2. Field cured cylinders for the lower cement content mixtures (Mix 2 and Mix 3)
exceeded the required compressive strength threshold of 3,000 psi (22 MPa) while
exhibiting lower tensile cracking tendency during laboratory assessment in the rigid
cracking frame.
3. The use of pre-wetted lightweight aggregates reduced concrete cracking potential as
assessed by the tensile stress to strength ratio, although only a small decrease in the 2nd
ZST was noted. The lower tensile stress development for Mixture 5 could be attributed
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to: lower autogenous shrinkage due to higher degree of saturation in the capillary pore
system, lower elastic modulus in LWA mixture and lower CTE of the concrete mixture
incorporating LWA. A decrease in the later age strength was not noted for Mixture 5,
likely a consequence of the higher degree of hydration due to the additional supply of
curing water from the saturated LWA.
4. The use of shrinkage reducing admixture showed the lowest decrease in the induced
tensile stresses relative to the control mixture.
4.1.2 Improving Early Age Cracking Resilience of MK-Blended Concrete
1. Implementation of internal curing using pre-wetted lightweight aggregate was adopted
in MK-blended concrete (10MK) to enhance performance and cracking resilience. The
inclusion of LWA in MK blended concrete (10MK-LWA) reduced early age cracking
tendency as assessed by the RCF. Incorporation of LWA resulted in a 40% lower tensile
stress-strength ratio at 48 hours, and lowering the cracking temperature by 7.5C. This
was attributed to a lower autogenous shrinkage and a lower elastic modulus for 10MKLWA mixture during the thermal cooling phase. This trend was confirmed through
testing in the free shrinkage frame for both mixtures, where the mixture incorporating
LWA (10MK-LWA) reported a considerably lower shrinkage rate during thermal
cooling.
2. During implementation of internal curing for MK-blended concrete, it was found that
the published literature provides little guidance on choosing a reasonable shrinkage
coefficient; that is, the decrease in volume resulting and accompanying the pozzolanic
reaction of a unit mass of MK with CH. Since this is a necessary parameter for
determining the appropriate replacement level of LWA to be used for mixture
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proportioning in internally cured mixtures, a value of 0.20 ml/g MK was provisionally
adopted in the mixture design.
3. Following lack of guidance in the literature as indicated in (2), the chemical shrinkage
of OPC-MK systems at replacement levels of 10% (10MK) and 20% (20MK) were
assessed using dilatometry testing as prescribed by ASTM C1608 and a w/b ratio of
0.5. The trends, at approximately 40 days, indicated a shrinkage coefficient of
approximately 0.28 ml/g MK for OPC-MK mixtures at 10 and 20% replacement.
4. The shrinkage coefficient value for MK indicated in (3) was evaluated in the context
of MK-CH pozzolanic reaction in the presence of water, and the stoichiometry of the
MK-CH reaction given in literature. The obtained shrinkage coefficient of 0.28 ml/g
appears to be reasonable. The results would indicate the presence of both, AFm phases
such as monosulfoaluminates and stratlingite (C2ASH8) as the likely hydrate
assemblage at 40 days.
5. Thermodynamic modelling using GEMS for the OPC-MK systems was conducted and
clearly confirmed the presence of the phases indicated in (3) and (4), but shrinkage
calculated from the cumulative volume of the predicted phases using GEMS were
slightly lower but reasonably close to those measured using dilatometry (0.26 ml/g
versus 0.28 ml/g, respectively).
4.1.3 Influence of Slag Characteristics on Cracking Potential
1. Influence of slag chemical composition and physical properties on the early-age
cracking potential of blended concrete mixtures, at a constant replacement level, was
evaluated using semi-adiabatic calorimetry, rigid cracking frame, free shrinkage frame
and isothermal calorimetry for a mixture matrix comprising 5 slags (S1-S5) with
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varying alumina and magnesia contents and particle size distributions and using 2
cements with different C3A contents (A and B).
2. Semi-adiabatic calorimetry indicated that cement replacement by slag resulted in
lowering the temperature rise, at 60% replacement level. However, a difference in the
maximum temperature of approximately 5.5ºC was observed for slags of different
chemical, mineralogical and physical characteristics. This indicates a clear influence of
the chemical composition of slags on the hydration kinetics of slag-blended concrete
and consequently temperature rise. Additionally, the effect of cement composition was
observed for mixtures prepared with different cements of variable C3A content. The
findings indicate that a higher C3A content in cement will result in a higher temperature
rise in concrete.
3. The stress development of these mixtures was assessed using the rigid cracking frame
under semi-adiabatic conditions. Clear differences in early-age cracking tendencies, as
captured in cracking indices, such as 2nd ZST and the cracking temperature emerged
between the 5 slags tested. These cracking indices were found to be correlated with the
M/A (magnesia to alumina) ratio of the slags, with a lower M/A ratio indicating a higher
cracking tendency. Limited testing for free shrinkage was conducted for three mixtures
(CONTROL A, 60S1-A and 60S3-A). The slag mixtures selected for shrinkage
measurements had the lowest and highest cracking indices. Free shrinkage
measurements indicated higher autogenous strain for the mixture with lowest M/A ratio
(60S3-A) relative to 60S1-A (highest M/A ratio). The higher autogenous shrinkage was
attributed to pore refinement due to higher early age reactivity in 60S3-A as was
confirmed from the pore size distribution using nitrogen adsorption on 60S3-A match-
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cured pastes at 42 and 96 hrs. This higher early age reactivity for 60S3-A was also
assessed through isothermal calorimetry conducted at 30ºC.
4. An approach specified by Kocaba et al.[142], using isothermal calorimetry, was
adopted to determine the total heat release of slags at 7 and 28 days and consequently
the ultimate heat release. An increase in slag HOH with alumina content is suggested
by the results. It is therefore suggested that for mass concrete thermal integrity studies,
the alumina content of slag should be considered to identify, appropriately, if the
construction plans of the structural element should/must include a cooling plan.
4.1.4 Influence of Slag Characteristics on Durability of Reinforced Concrete in Chloride
Environment
1. An assessment of long-term durability of three mixtures (CONTROL A, 60S1-A and
60S4-A) tested previously for early-age cracking tendency was sought using surface
resistivity measurement according to AASHTO TP95-11[154].
2. At 28 days curing, the calculated formation factor for the slag mixes was higher than
that of the control mix, thereby indicating a more disconnected pore structure which
indicates a higher resistance to chloride ingress. The 8% alumina slag concrete mixture
(60S1-A) reported higher surface resistivity and formation factor at 28 days relative to
the 16% alumina slag concrete mixture, 60S4-A. This indicates a better performance
of low alumina slag, which also exhibited the lowest early-age cracking tendency.
Chloride binding isotherms were determined for 3 pastes using the equilibrium method.
After 48-day immersion in solutions, slag systems appear to show higher chloride
binding capacity than the control systems. Longer immersion times together with phase
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assemblage study might be needed to confirm equilibrium conditions have been
attained.
3. The total chloride concentration profiles obtained using ASTM C1556 methodology at
105 days of exposure to 165g/L NaCl solution indicated that 60S1-A performed the
best among the 3 mixtures studied here (60S4,S1-A and CNTRL).
4.2

Future Work

4.2.1 Relating Resistivity Measurements to Apparent Diffusivity Obtained from Bulk
Diffusion
To extend the applicability of resistivity testing to either replace or present a viable
alternative to RCPT (Rapid Chloride Permeability Testing), the development of regression
equations relating bulk or surface resistivity to apparent diffusivity obtained from bulk diffusion
measurements on identical concrete specimens would be important. Work conducted at FAU
(Florida Atlantic University), which is summarized in [162] used a similar methodology to obtain
results which were promising. Curiously, determining chloride binding which can be significant
for systems with high alumina content such as class F fly ash and MK was not a part of the
experimental program described in [162].
4.2.2 Shrinkage Coefficient for OPC-Slag Systems
While chemical shrinkage in blended systems has been evaluated previously for its use as
a reliable method for determining the degree of hydration of blended systems, work done by
Kocaba [141], has indicated differences in ultimate shrinkage for 2 slags of different chemical
composition of the order of about 20%. Extending this evaluation to cover the range of slags
composition explored in 3.3 could further elucidate the mechanisms responsible for differences in
autogenous shrinkage observed between mixtures. Specifically, the somewhat anomalous behavior
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of S3 might be related to differences in volume changes occurring in the S3 system relative to
other slag systems. It is possible that a single heat of hydration of 461 J/g is not valid for all slags,
a single chemical shrinkage coefficient such as 0.18 as suggested in [24] might not be applicable
for all slag systems, even at similar replacement levels. A rational approach incorporating a
dependence on slag replacement level, PSD and chemical composition might be more appropriate.
Work relating to determination of slag HOH was initiated in Section 3.3.5 but could benefit from
testing additional slags.
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